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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MARCH

SI. 50
PECOS VALLEY WATER
USERS OPPOSE DIVERSION

BOARD MEMBERS ARE

NAMED BY GOVERNOR
MORE APPOINTMENTS

Roswell, N. M March
of water out of the Hondo
drainage basin in southeastern New
Mexico will be made an issue by the
people, who depend upon irrigation
water. This was decided at a man
meeting of the people of Lincoln and
Chaves Counties held in Roswell, and
the Home Protective League of
Hondo and Pecos Valley was
formed. E. A, Cahoon is the president, John W. Poe is
Each member is signing the following pledge:
"I hereby agree to enter into
with other residents of the
Pecos Slope to resist by every legitimate means any further diversion oi
water out
of the Hondo drainage
system. To this end I pledge myself
for a period of four years to support
no candidate for the state legislature, for governor or for congress
who will not pledge himself to oppose such diversion."
It is estimated that 3000 voters
will sign that pledge. Business men
as well" as stockmen and farmers
are signing this pledge. It is the result of the fight of the Rock Island
Railway to obtain the north fork of
the Ruidoso for their pipe line already taking two streams from the
basin. During the war they obtained a permit from the government
urging it as a war necessity. After
the armistice was sighted, the people
sent Dr. S. M. Johnson to Washingthat the emergency
ton, proved
had passed and that the farms producing $15,000,000 worth of agricultural products yearly would suffer
permanent injury. The permit was
revoked. The fight was then carried
to the New Mexico Legislature. The
waters users attempted to get a bill
hrough preventing the diversion of
any stream which had a bearing on
an artesian area. The railroad put
up a strong fight, and it was the
result oi this that the new league
was formed. The people are deter-nine- d
to fighf to the last ditch to
save the water on which property
values in the entire basin depend.

GILIETT SPEEDING
HIGHWAY BUILDING
FOUR BIDS WANTED

Kui-dos- o,

PUBLIC

HEALTH,
WELFARE, CHILD

GIRLS
WEL-

FARE, EXAMINERS, EXCISE
AND
TAX COLLECTORS,
TWO COLONELS
John Tombs, secretary, and Holm
president, of the New
Mexico public health association,
headthe
organization ' which
ed the work for
public health
department, were appointed by Governor Larrazolo to serve on the new
state health board. Dr. John P.
Pearce of Albuquerque is named as
the physician on the board.
O. Bursum

Dr. M. F. Desmarias of Las Vegas
Dr. C. B. Kohlhausen of Raton; Dr.
W. T. Joyner of Roswell; Dr. Ferguson of Tucumcari; Dr. R. E.
of Las Cruces ; Dr. C. B. Elliot
of Dawson; and Dr. J. A. Massie of
Santa Fe will compose the state
board of medical examiners
W. A. Havener of Clovij was appointed by the governor to be district attorney in the fifth judicial
district. He will serve in the counties of De Baca, Roosevelt and Curry; and district attorney Dow will
serve in Chaves, Eddy and Lea.
Amado Chaves, former mayor of
Santa Fe, member of the state tax
commission and state senator from
this county, is named to serve on
the state board of education.
Welfare Boards Chosen
The girls welfare board, created by
the legislature, will be composed of
Mrs. Felix Baca of Albuquerque;
Miss Isabel Eckels, Silver City; Mrs.
Rupert Asplund, Santa Fe; Mrs.
Jose A. Baca of Rociada; and Mrs.
. van
Houten of Katon.
The child welfare board also appointed by the governor this week,
consists of Mrs. Max Nordhaus, Albuquerque; Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
Santa Fe; Dr. Janet Reid, Deming;
Mrs. S. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces; Mrs.
C. E. Mason,
Roswell, and Mrs.
Roman Gallegos, of San. Jose.
Two Colonel..
E. P. Davies mayor of Santa Fe
has been aouointed iudee advocate
general of the national guard of New
Mexico, with the rank of Colonel.
Dr. J, M. Diaz is to become surgeon
general of the national guard fori
the state, also with the rank of
Colonel.
Baaa Secretary Commission
R. L. Baca of Santa Fe, has been
chosen by Commissioner
Edward
Everett Young to be secretary to
the soldier settlement commission.
Mc-Br'-

Another interesting appointment
that of Alfred W. Kaune of Santa
Pe, a valued employee of the Santa
Fe bank, as assistant state bank exMr. Van Stone also apaminer,
pointed Peter Berardinelli on his staff,
to be clerk of the bank examiners
is

office.

Sedillo Congrats Secretary

Congressman Benigno C. Hernandez appointed Nestor P. Sedillo of
Magdalena to be his secretary in
Washington. Mr. Sedillo is a brother of A. A. Sedillo speaker of the
house of representatives at the last
'

legislature.

nt

con-vena- nt

OPINIONS
If tax
March 1
must be
the law

GIVEN BY
ATTORNEY

GENERAL

returns are not made by
a penalty of 25 per cent

added, says an opinion on
by Attorney General Ask-re- n
this week. Boards of county
commissioners cannot remit the penalty, nor can assessors extend the
time of payment. The only remedy

HIGH-

WAY ASSISTANT, HARVEY
IN CHARGE OF ONE DISHOBART
HEADS
TRICT,
HYDROGRAPHY
The state highway commission has
organized with Charles Springer reelected chairman. Eugene Kemp-enic- h
will be secretary. W. M. Atkinson also continues on the board.
New Aaeistaat Appointed
State Highway Engineer Leslie
Gillett th.s week appointed A. O.
Peabody as first assistant in the
highway department. Mr. Peabody
who has been connected with the
state highway department here fur
a year, spent one year in railroad
construction, seven years in barge
canal and road construction and road
work, and was consulting engineer
on waterworks and harbor engineering in Buffalo for one year and spent
three years as consulting engineer
for industrial plants.
He has become conversant with New Mexico
in
his
connection
various capduring,
acities having received several promotions under Mr. French, and hit
choice to look after the immense
detail and supervision of New Mexico's road program is generally regarded as a happy one. Mr. Peabody
is a graduate of Alleghany and

Cornell

In Charge of Hydrographic
Norris Hobart an engineer oi
wide experience with the reclamation
service and other enterprises lias
been appointed by Mr. Gillett as
ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
assistant in charge of the water
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
deand
hydrographlc surveys
rights
Sealed pmnosats will lie received at the
partment, and has entered upon ex office of the New Mexico State Highway
tensive duties in connection with a Commission, Capitol Itmlilint;, S.'inld i'V,
until 2:00 I'. M.. April 24,
survey of the states water resources, INYw Mexico,
the construction of four road pro-- j
and recording water rights of the '1919, for
uU tollows:
jccls
state in effect prior to 1907, underFederal Aid Project No. 1 Sec. A. Colfax
takings provided for by the last legCountv.
islature in addition to the regular Length
9.71
miles from Colorado State
Mr.
l.uic to Raton.
heavy routine of the office.
Main
with
was
the
Hobart
Quantities:
highApproximate
formerly
31378 Cu. Ydi. Korfh Kxcavalion.
way department.
5794 Cu. Ydl. Loose Rock Excavation.
E.

Stat

through the district courts,
State district engineers will have
says.
Game licenses may be issued to charge of six highway districts, under
comMr. Gillett and the
only two classes of sportsmen, says mission. Most of the highway
former superthe attorney general interpreting
the new law for the benefit of the intendents will continue to serve, J.
C. Harvey having been given charge
warden. Resident and
dislicenses are the only ones specified, of the newly designated fourth
The state is now divided for
there being no classification cover- trict.
road administration purposes as foling persons in process of settling lows:
here.
Sierra.
First District-Socor- ro,
Grant, Luna, and Dona Ana, C. D
3,500,000 ACRES OF
LAND LEASED FOR OIL Sampson, superintendent.
Second
District Lincoln, Otero
The state land office reports three Chaves, Eddy and Lea, W. C. Davand a half millions of acres leased idson, superintendent.
Third District Valencia, Bernalillo
to parties prospecting for oil in every
McKinley and San Juan,
portion of the state. In sections Sandoval,
where the applications overlap, eager A. E. St. Morris, superintendent.
Arriba, Taos.
contests for the right to drill come Fourth District Rio
Revenues Santa Fe, Torrance and San Miguel
before the commissioner.
from this source are running to over James C. Harvey superintendent.
F'fth District Colfax, Mora and
$1000 a day. While the quest for oil
is a gamble it appears to be attrac- Union, W. R. Smythe, superintentive, and with so many rigs going up dent.
Curry, Guador in prospect the possibility of pro-- , Sixth District Quay,
D.
duction increases.
400,000 acres in alupe, De Baca, and Roosevelt,
Union county were set aside for oil W. Jones superintendent.
Superintendent Named
speculations this week.
In addition to other appointments
to the position of county road
BETTER BUILDINGS
Governor Larrazolo this
FOR RURAL SCHOOLS
week appointed Colonel Roy H.
superintendent for Otero
Beginning in the north part of the Flamm
state where public meetings will be county; George McLean, Curry
called in three counties to discuss county ; Harry W. Lamb, Grant counthe need for better school buildings ty; John L. Hill, Union county; and
and equipment, a campaign was be- N. Howard Thorpe, Santa Fe county.
gun March 26 by John V. Conway, Several more are to be appointed by
assistant state superintendent of the governor. In the meantime plans
for coordination under the new law
public instruction.
Mr. Conway advocates bonding of are being worked out by Engineer
school districts for this purpose and Gillett and the commission, in conbelieves better progress can be now nection with county authorities.
secured in this line in view of the
political unity of the state boards
that have to pass on such projects
is

he

Gasoline Inspector
Malaquias Martinez, has been appointed a gasoline inspector in the
northern counties; Eiquipufa Baca
of Pefia Blanca, a soldier who suffered wounds while with the American expeditionary forces ' in France
will have charge of gasoline inspection in the second judxial district
.and Temple J. Molinari, son of T. J.
Molinari of Portales will serve in
the fifth judicial district. Jose
Gonzales of Las Cruces in another
inspector appointed by the governor.
Highway Department
A number of appointments ol
highway
county
superintendents
have been made this week by the
governor, which are recounted in
another column of ttr's issue, together with changes in the personnel of NEW ACCOUNTING CO,
the state highway department
FAMOUS MINES QUIT

MELTING GERMAN GUNS
Mossman, Gano & Sippel have inINTO VICTORY MEDALS corporated a general accounting and
audit-nfor
firm at Albuquerque
Some of the big guns captured from $10,000.
the Germns by the American soldiers
The Santa Fe Gold and Copper
are to be melted and cast into medals company of San Pedro this week reabout the sire of a
piece for duced its capitalization from $2,500,-00- 0
workers in the Victory Liberty Loan
to $25,000. That the corporacampaign. On one side of the medal tion has exhausted its ore field and
will be a reproduction of the United will soon retire, is given by the diStates Treasury building at Wash- rectors as the reason for filing the
ington: on the other a certificat:on amendment to their charter with the
of participation in the Victory Liber- state corporation commission this
ty Loan campaign, with a space for week.
engraving the name of the participant. It w:4l be a valuable souvenir GOVERNOR WANTS TO
AID THE STOCKMEN
for the soldiers here at home.
nt

Governor Larrazolo who attended
session of the convenMAY NOT APPLY HERE the open-'ntion of the New Mexico cattle and
A report circulated last week that horse growers association declared
New Mexico would get three cent in favor of state aid to the industry
arise. The
railway fare in connection with a in any crisis that might
general order from the administra- convention was fairly well attended
in
of
unprecedented rains in
tion affecting all western states has
spite
been interpreted by at least one all parts of the state on the days
Washlneton official in a teteeram to preceding, end the merchants of AlHugh Williams chairman of the state buquerque provided street decoracowboy band, and a good
corporation commission, to the effect tions,
that the prescribed rate is to be the program of entertainment for the
minimum and not the maximum rate. visitors.

THREE CENT FARE

NEW MEXICO FORESTS
TO BE SIGNBOARDED

PEABODT APPOINTED

WILL NAME BOARD TO
INVESTIGATE

MINES

Four thousand sign boards w'tl Governor Larrazolo, in spite of the
mark the national forests in this failure of the legislature to pass a
state toon, Paul Lacasaigne and law definitely providing for the pay
Arthur Culver of Santa Fe having of a commission of three to inquire
i and report
completed that number of trail mark- into mine tax regulation
er tine Christmas 1918, The boards at the next session, willdo appoint
the work
three
of
eommissioa
to
art eight by eighteen inches painted
W green en cream colored grouna In the next 22 months, and will rs
A thosriand will be put up by rmsw mnnn to the next lecbtmtsrrc Out
I they b paid for tOTdcea.
ra In the Stats Fa forest

Office Appointments
Adolph J. Fischer, formerly deputy
auditor, Is now chief clerk in the
engineers office, succeeding C. M,
Wells who will devote his time to
Maxpr'vate interests including the
well auto agency. Herbert Mendcn-hal- l
has been added to the clerical
force, and Miss Frances Devine has
been engaged as stenographer.
District Engineer W; R. Smythe
was an official visitor from Raton
Thursday.
Four Federal Aid Road
The State Highway Commission ol
New Mexico !s advertising! for bids
on FOUR FEDERAL AID ROAD
PROJECTS covering the construcmiles of road
tion of about forty-fiv- e
work in the Counties of Chaves, Colfax and Santa Fe.
It is estimated that between three
and four hundred thousand dollars
wilt be expended in this proposed
work. The work consists of earth
and rock excavation,
gravel and
crushed stone surfacing and the necessary dra'nage structures.
Bids will be received by the State
Highway Commission at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, at two oclock on the
afternoon of April 24, 1919.
The Santa Fe County Road Project, known as Federal Aid Project
No. 3, extends from the city of Santa
Fe south to Pankey's gate.
The Project in Colfax County,
known as Federal Aid Project No
1, Section
A, extends from Raton
north to the Colorado State line.
Two projects in Chaves County
known as Federal A:d Project No.
8, through the Mescalero sands, and
Federal Aid Project No. 12, from
Roswell to Comanche Springs.
Plans for many more Federal Aid
Projects are being prepared in the
State Highway Office and should be
ready for advertisement this spring.
Two concrete roads are proposed,
one in Dona Ana County and one in
Bernalillo County, the balance of the
roads to be constructed are to be
surfaced with gravel and crushed
rock.
The official call for bids on these
four projects Is as follows:

NEW MEXICO

NEWS REVIEW
CHAVES
The plans for improving the cemetery are rapidly assuming definite
shape. Arrangement are being made
to install a pumping plant to lift the
water from the canal, and to put out
100 red cedar, 100 arborvitaes, 100
osage oranges, and R. M. Ware has
donated a number of elm trees. Work
will begin at once laying out ditches
and cleaning up the place. Hager-ma- n
Messenger.
Chas. Schumacher returned to his
home at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Monday night called there by urgent
Before going he bought
business.
B0 acres of land about two miles
north of town. He expects to return
here Lake Arthur Times.
F. J. FitzGerald, manager of the
new canning factory, arrived today
from his home in Minnesota, and will
begin work getting
immediately
things in shape for the opening of
the factory in time to take care of
the spring and summer produce.-Rosw- ell
Record.

Martin V. Corn went to his sheep
camps on Crooked Creek last week to
prepare for the lambing season and
investigate the supply of amole root
on hand, that being the principal
forage for the bleaters in that part
of the roughness. Roswell New.

Cu. Yds. Hock Excavation.
Cu. Yds. One Course Crushed Sur
face.
331 Cu. Yds. Concrete.

8312
10241

Federal Aid Project No. 3 Santa Fe County. Length 9 miles. From Santa Fe to
1'ankey's Gate.
Approximate Main Quantities:
40707 Cu. Yds. Eartb Excavation.
800 Cu. Yds. Loom Rock Excavation.
2406 Cu. Yds. Rock txcavation.
9486 Cu. Yds. Line Course Gravel Sur
facing;.
Cu. Yds. Concrete.
Lin. ft. Wooden Piling.
M. Ft. B. M. Wooden Structures.

646
2724
104

Federal Aid Project No. (. Chavea County.
Beginning 16.7 miles
Length 7 miles.
east of Roswell and ending at East
Chaves County line.
Approximate Main Quantities:
12139 Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
24391 Cu. Yds. Selected Eartb Foundation.
10222 Cu. Yds. One course crushed stone
surfacing.
Federal Aid Project No. 12 Chaves CounBeginning at
ty. Lcngh 16.7 miles.
Roswell and running cast 10.7 miles.
Main
Quantities:
Approximate
44380 Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
Sur20930 Cu. Yiis. Two Course Gravel
facing.
804 Cu. Yda. Concrete.
42000 lbs. Reinforcing Bars.
Forms for propoaals, instruction to bid
ders, plans and specifications may be exat the office of
amined tor project
District Engineer, Raton, N. M.; for projects 8 and 12 at the office of District
Engineer, Roswell, N. M.t for any or all
at the office of State Highway
trojects
Santa Fe, N. M., .or may be procured at the office of the State Highway
Commission, Santa Fe, N. M., upon the
deposit of ten dollars for each project desired, which deposit will be refunded when
the plans and specifications are returned
in good order.
The State Highway Commission reserves
the right to reject any and all propoaals.
L. A. GILLETT,
Stats Highway Engineer.
Santa Fe. N. M., March 27. 1919.
First Publication March 28, 1919.
Last Publication April IS, 1919.

ROAD FUNDS GROW,

234

Mandatory 3 Mill Levy
TRIAL INVOLVING
Senate Bill 65 provided for a comin
each
tax
mill
three
levy
pulsory
0
county for the tax years of
STATE BOND FDNDS
and 1921, the proceeds to be
paid to the state treasurer and
placed to the credit of the state road
fund. Debentures may be issued in
BEGINS ON MONDAY
anticipat'on of returns from the three
year program.
The purpose of the bill is to raise
money to meet the federal aid grant-- , KELLY
ACCUSED OF OBed by Congress to New Mexico. The
3 milt levy takes the place of the
TAINING LARGE AMOUNT
one mill emergency levy provided at
FROM STATE DURING 1019
the special sess'on of the third state
legislature, and also the levy of 2 mills
WILL ANSWER TO ONE OF
for roads provided in Chap. 38, of
the session laws of 1915.
MANY INDICTMENTS
People to Decide
It is estimated that besides the
On Monday the first district court
revenues which will accrue in the
course of laws passed by the last in Santa Fe wilt begin the trial of
legislature toward that end (three of w. O. Kelly bond broker of Katun
which are those described above); City who was indicted Thursday on
that probably $2,000,000 more will be one of numerous counts claiming
needed if the state is to match dol-- that he received $34,612.03 from the
lar for dollar the four and a third state in 1916, throuRh double payment
million that the government offers of state bonds. It is said thirteen,
to spend for roads in this state in indictments
stand
Kelly,
against
the next two years.
three of which w'll be tried at once,
The people w'll have the oppor- - besides civil suits that will he brought
the part of the state to recover
tunitj to vote on a proposed bond on
istie at the regular fall election oil 'he money.
D. J. Leahy will sit instead
of
1520, the question brine- whrther or
not to issue $2,000,000 bonds to Judge Reed Holloman.
Attorney
O.
O.
Askren assisted by J.
secure this amount more in federal rcneral
aid. This is contained in Senate Bill H. Crist will represent the state.
Catron & Catron and A. B. Renehat)
86..
Still another proposal and one appear for Kelly.
tvhich the people of New Mex rn
will be called to vote on in Sjptei.i-ber- , SEVENTEEN SCHOOLS
NATIONALLY KNOWN
1919, in a fuller ,ind somewli it
different way. If the proposal rtc
Seventeen high schools in New
r.es the legislature w 'i be cilled
l.robably in October to make the $? Mexico are now placed on the actJOO.CCO
or whatev?i credited list with regard to preparappropriation
oorfon of that amount n.sv be nece ing students for standard college,
sary to meet federal aid. This i entrance, by the North Central Acontained in House Joint Rcsolin'oa ssociate recently in convention in
Vo 30.
Chicago.
They are: Alamogordo, Artesia,
Under the same resolution the voters will speak on the proposition of Clayton, Clovis, Gallup, Tucumcari,
?anta Fe, Roswell, Albuquerque,
amending the state constitution. See
East I.as Vegas, Las CruB, Art. 9, to the effect that in future Carlsbad,
bond issues may he maJc without ces, Raton, Deming, and the hiijh
the New Mexico normal
special clecion but by action oi 'he schools, at East
I.as Vegas, the New
Iceistature,
provided tliat the id university
Mexico
Military Institute at Roswell,
al rem tax noon tantr'l 'e prooerly
nd the Normal school at btlver
lent of property valuation. One 'City.
(xmntion is ma!e, and t'lat is that
if it is necessary to inrreass thcJUKI 1I,UH'13 1 wu
ra-states indebtedness above one fieri
uuina
cent in order to take advantage of
Millett
Ervien
and
John
Clancy
the
for
federal
aid
nreferred
roads,
indicted by the grand jury for
legislature may do so at its discre- were
in
this
the
of
court
term
district
tion.
Tk- ...l. ' L I
l
to
three
of
This ,s one
proposal!
b d , $5000 eah foowimJ
d
be voted on by the people next fall. h coIIision o an alJt0mobile
they
Ratification of national prohibition
,;,u
,t,i;
does not require a vote at the polk am, Torjbio
;
F(. j
Santa
there betng no referendum in this j6 The indictment3 ,hree in number
state, and tne legislature navint- - al- allege driving while in an alleged
ready ratified the dry amendment in state of intoxication, faiture to stop
due form. The subject of Senate and assist
injured persons, and ex
b:ll No. 86 will not come un for a
the
ceeding
speed limit of 15 miles
1920.
popular vote till the year
an hour established in a state law
The three measures that come up of 1915 referring to cities.
this September, are: The proposal
described, as contained in House STATE LAW OFFICE
OPINION ON TAXES
Joint Resolution No. 30; the creation
of a central board of control comto Luis E. Armijo assistReplying
posed of three members to have ant attorney of San Miguel, Attorney
charge of all state institutions; and General Askren on Wednesday wrote
the proposal to allow soldiers on an opinion in which he says it U
duty outside the borders of New legal to pay a portion of the taxes
Mexico to vote in general elections. assessed against a
property holder,
providing that such payment is comone
for
least
at
plete
piece of prophe sold from the present owner, erty, even though the payor thet
pay'ng a handsome profit to get it enters protest against the assessment
back. Mr. Miller figured that after
all that old Curry county is a great FINES TOTAL
UNDER TED ROUAULT
farming country and he expects to
live here from now on. He has a
number of friends in this county who
Theodore Rouault, Jr., this weelr
will welcome the "prodigal" back.
issued in printed form his biennial
Clovis Journal.
report. With 109 arrests to the credit
of the department, fines totaling
" C. C.
Callicott has commenced the $3608.70 were imposed.
erection of a modern home on North
The report is replete with illustraPile Street. Mr. Callicott's new home tions of various forms of New Mexwill he constructed of interlocking ico wild game, and has a handsome
tile. Clovis News.
cover design showing a trout fisherman, drawn by E. M. Albright.
The Clovis Oakland Company is a
new automobile roncern that will do BERNALILLO BANK'S
business in the Klien Building. The
BOOKS ARE BALANCED
company will have the agency for
the Oakland Sensible Six and will
With the approval of state bank
be under the management of Chester examiner George H. Van Stone the
Crain. Clovis News.
f'rst state bank of the town of Bernalillo, Sandoval county, by a vote
of its stockholders will voluntarily
DE BACA
liquidate its affairs. The American
and Savings Bank at AlbuquerSheriff J. C. Dunlap and Sup't. of Trust
was designated to look after the
que
D.
W.
went
Countv Highways,
Jones,
to Ricardo, Monday afternoon to liquidation.
take down a few fences across the POISONED BREAKFAST
proposed change in the Abo Highway.
FOOD FOR GOPHERS
The Sheriff expected trouble a
it was reported the land owners were
out hj
Poisoned oats will be
much opposed to the removal, but range-- s in the national put
forests for
nothing developed. Fort Sumner ten days as a result of a policy
Leader.
adopted at a recent conference. In
Forest Supervisor J. C
Santa
A. J. Tooker, of Yeso, was arrested Kircher Fe,
and U. S. biological survey
last Saturday, at that place, by Depagents Piper and Lieon held a reuty J. M. Spencer, charged with the cent discussion of the prairie do5
theft of two head of cattle.
nuisance.
The charge was preferred by Inspector Ed. Strickland, of the Cattle STATE DRAFT OFFICE
and Sheep Sanitary Board.
TO WIND UP AFFAIRS
Tooker was taken to Clovis for
dein
in
safe keeping
the jail there,
The records of twenty two counfault of bond. Fort Sumner Leader. ties have been shipped
by Captain
federal disbursing offiR. C.
This section has had nearly 44 cer for Reid,
New Mexico, to the provost
hours of intermittent rains and sleet, marshal
and it is planned trs
commenc np Thursday evening. The close un general,
the state headquarters a
precipitation was about four inches. Santa Fe for good and air on April
Fort Sumner Review.
1.
Two or three new cases of small CORPORATION TAX
oox developed last week. A pest
TO YIELD $ZS,0s
house has been established north of
town. Fort Sumner Review.
Secretary Asplund oi the New
Mexico Taxpavers Associat:on esM. C Hinderltder.
the engineer timates
that the new franchise taz
from Denver who came here to locate on corporations of $10 on each $100.- the new dam site and canal, has 000 of their New Mexico business
finished his work here and returned will
yield the state about $25,000 a
to Denver. He worker! out three
locations for a dam. His report is year.
expected within thirty or forty days. NEW BANK TO OPEN
Fort Sumner Review.
AT ARTESIA AT ONCE
1919-192-

NEW LAWS PROVIDE
BONDS AND TAXES
OF THREE BILLS
AND
TWO
PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS
SHOWING
PROPOSED AND EXISTING
SOURCES OF REVENUE

DIGEST

1

j

Three Important laws were enacted by the legislature which have a
direct bearing on taxation for road
House bill 238 as finally
purposes.
amended provtdes in section 5 that
county commissioners may at their
discretion levy a road tax up to two
mills on the dollar of taxable valuation in any county to support county roads. The funds derived from
this tax are to be applied for building and maintaining county roads
only, that is to say, roads that have
not been designated as state highways by the state highway commission.
The same bill provides a county
paid superintendent in each county.
The men are to be appointed by the
governor, and no county or state official is eligible to appointment with
the exception of county surveyors.
The pay of these superintendents,
including satary, personal and travelling expenses is limited in counties of the first class to $3400 a
year: to $2,000 in counties of the
second class; third class, $1600 and
fourth class $1400.
The proceeds of the tax provided
for in this act are to be paid to
the county treasurer, and credited by
the county to the county road fund
State Levy Mill and Half
House bill 305 in its final form
makes it the duty of the state auditor to cause a levy to be certified to
county commissioners of one and a
half mills. This levy is to take the
place of the present one mill state
levy, and is to be paid into the state
treasury and credited to the state
road fund.
The same bill provtdes that all net
revenues from the licenses ot motor
veh'cles shall be paid to the state
treasurer and placed to the credit
of the state road fund.
Out of this fund the interest on
the $500,000 of state road bonds issued in 1912 is to be paid, and also
interest on certificates of indebtedness that may be made against it
Administrative expenses, which are
limited by the law to 7
per cent
of the estimated cost of construction
allowed.
are
of any project
The remainder of the proceeds of
the state mill and a half levy may
be used for cooperation with the
United States counties, or municipalities or for other highway purposes
at the discretion of the state highway commission.
The law removes this levy from
the 3 mill limitation on state taxes
contained in Sec. 12, Chap. 54 of the
laws of 1915.
giving his attention to certain matters of court business. His escape
from death in the auto accident at
Clayton was narrow, but he quickly
recovered from the injuries he received, losing only a day and a hall
from his duties.
The road to Brilliant is receiving
much praise for its splendid condition since the work which has been
done upon it during the past year by
the Rocky Mountain company. The
drive to Brilliant is now a pleasure,
not alone for the delight which a
smooth highway gives, but for the
very attractive character of the scenery which it offers. Raton Range
The fine new flagstaff for the federal building, which has been in
preparation for erection for some
time past, is now being set in its
concrete socket at the southwest
corner of the building. This flagstaff will stand 65 feet above the
ground and about seven feet in its
concrete base. Above the concrete

on varied items of sheep business
His sheep came through the winter
in fine shape and as his range has
held up well, he thinks of enlarging
socket it will be held by an ornahis holdings in the woolly boys.
mental cast-iro- n
base, and the whole
Roswell News.
will represent a very attractive apwill
Farm work out on the plains is pearance. A large handsome flagRaton
well under way and some small pat- float at the top of the pole.
Range.
ches of Wheat are looking green.
Roswell Star.
Bootleggers Must Pay
We Cleland was arraigned before
The Purdy & Childress Co. are makguilty
ing extensive improvements in theii Judge Leib last week and plead
store. They are erecting a twenty to a charge of bootlegging. He was
sentenced
and
and
costs
five foot balcony in the rear of the fined $300
building which will greatly increase to four months in jail. The jail
was
awaiting
sentence
suspended
their floor space. Roswell Record.
further action of the court.
Pamillio Minelli plead guilty to the
Lincoln unloaded several tons of
cable last week at Lake Arthur, and same charge and was fined $500 and
sentsays that he thinks that within the costs, with a three months' jail
next sixty days he will know if there ence. His jail sentence was also susof
the
is a commercial quantity of oil in pended pending further action
court. Raton Range.
his test hole near Lake Arthur.
Roswell Star.
Big Snow Storm
Raton and vicinity experienced
Labor Foreman R. E. Luckenbitl
and C H. Stanford, of the U. S. Bio- one of the heaviest falls of snow
logical Survey, will begin the work of last week that it has had this season
packed
rodent eradiction in the vicinity of It was a very wet snow and
Roswell in a few days. These men sol dly. In some respects is will do
in
while
others it will
have been working near Elkins on a lot of good,
the Fred Robinson tract of 3000 acres work a hardship, especially is this
of grazing land. They have done true to the owners of cattle and
more fine work. D. H. Wyatt and sheep as the stork in many instances
F. M. Barton, two other foremen, are weak and will be unable to stand
the storm. Many of the stockmen
have been busy on the Miller-Lus- k
feeding for some time in
range, comprising 95,000 acres during have been
the past few weeks. This land is in order to bring their herds through
the vicinity of Elkins and was badly until spring in a good condition.
infested with prairie dogs and gop- Raton Reporter.
hers. Fine results have been obtained. Roswell News.
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H. P. Miller, who has been living
the past year in LaFollette. Tenn Regalia Stolon
While Mr. Van White and others
Fred H. Miller left last week for Judge Leib completed his sessions having sold the section farm he owntnotrntains, in chambers at Clayton and has re- ed here before leaving, has returned were eating an enchilada sapper the
his ranches, in Capita
(Coatineed tm page foisr.)
after several days visit ta the city turned to Raton where he has been to Clovis and repurchased the farm
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CONSULT FOGH
ON NEW PERIL

GERMANS GET

FIVE BANDITS

AUSTRIAN MILITARY CHIEF 8AYS
NATION MAY JOIN IN
NEW

MRS. THOMAS F. WALSH

CAVALRY KILLS

MEXICAN

RAIDERS

HEAVY FINE

FOLLOWED

INTO OWN COUNTRY

WAR.

THREE KILLED BY

MAKE
AUTHORITIES
RHINE GOVERNMENT DEPOSIT 3,000,000 MARKS.

MILITARY

BY

U. S. TROOPS.

RELIGIOUS FANATIC
Posing as Son of Chrjst, Maniao
Runs Amuck in Phila-

OF
BOLSHEVIKI ARMY
PRISONERS RETURNING FROM
RUSSIA.

FORM

Weitern

Nwivper Union Nwi
Mnrcli

MATERIAL LEFT AT BRIDGEHEAD
WAS PROPERTY OF THE
U. 8. ARMY.

HORSES DRIVEN
RIO GRANDE NEAR

AND

v
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Westtrn Newspaper Union News Service.

Capt. F. B. Baseett, Jr., waa appointed commandant of the Oreat
Lakes naval' training station to tucoead
Captain Moffett.

made concerning nny action decided
upon. It was resolved to send a joint
s
telegram to the Tides und
asking llieiu to suliiult their
differences to tin' commission on the
ground Instead of forwarding
to the pence cuiifi'rence. This
propositi wns inmle hy the I'nited
StHtesf und affects tlx 'I'esclien colli
fields, to which lioih the Poles und
are luyliiji claims.

WANTS OUTLET TO SEA

25

Cstocho-Slovak-

GEOGRAPHY FEATURE IN DRAWING LINES FOR NEW STATE.
REPORTS MADE TO SUPREME ALLIED COUNCIL BY HEAD OF
COMMISSION.

s

London. An iiiiiirchlst nrniy of
men has crossed the Itiver links-ter- ,
south of l.ciiilicru, iiccnnliiit; to II
Zurich dlspiiii li ii'ceiveil in Paris. 'I'lie
.
nrniy is said to lie commanded by .Ia-jor (ii'uri;' and is composed mainly
of Iluiik'ariaiis and lliilpi rians who
were prisoners of war in Itussia.
0

n
Vienna.- - Asked what effect
events would liave on he political slf nut inn in Herman Austria, llerr
Iieulsche, secretary for inililary afus
fairs, said: "If tin- - eiilenle
as it treats llumrary no one can guarantee what will happen. A people
driven to despair loses
The entente, hy a thoimlilless decision
ml'lil lose llie Inihvnrk against Bolshevism wliicli (ierinan Austria really
It is learned from the
constitutes."
Ukraine that negotiations have licj.'im

Driving Anarchists Back.
Paris. Siberian troops of tlie Koi- rhitk government have successfully begun an offensive west of the I'rnls on
the line from Perm to the Trnnssiber-iarailway, advices from Omsk say.
At certain points the llolslieviki have
been driven hack more than thirty
The 'Siberians have raptured
miles.
(ikansk, fifty miles southwest of
front the llolPerm. On a
slieviki have been driven hack twenty
e

mill's.

e

DENVKH MARKETS.

Ferryboat
Paris. Thirty workmen are missing
and several others are In hospitals
through the sinking of a ferrybout,
which was cut In two by a tug. The
accident occurred nt
a suburb of Paris. Three bodies have
been recovered.
Biggest Battleship Afloat.
Philadelphia. The superdreadnaught
Idaho, the largest fighting ship afloat.
went into commission as part of the
Vnlted States navy at Camden, N. J
this week.
, Huns Want Drniig.
Copenhagen. I ierniany cannot and
will not sign a peace which Involves
the annexation of Ixmr.lg hy Poland,
I'resldent Kbert declared In a speech
In Berlin. The flerman president added that Serniany could not give up
West Prussia or part of t'pper Silesia.
Ebert spoke at a meeting called to
protest against the annexation of Dan
zig by Poland. He declared that
was prepared to agree to the
neutralization of the Vistula, whidh
would Include iMnr.ig as a free port.
tier-man- y

To Study Russian Government.
Paris. Count von llrm kdorff Rant-rathe German foreign minister, haa
aent Carl Kautsky, one of the undersecretaries In the foreign ministry, to
Moscow to see the chiefs of the soviet
government and to furnish an accurate report on the situation, which will
allow the foreign minister to study
methods ss to the bringing about of
closer political and economic relations
with the Russian Bolshevist government, says Zurich dispatch.

n,

AT

ODESSA

REPORTS RECEIVED SHOW CRIT
ICAL CONDITION OF PORT
ANARCHISTS
LEAVE

ARE BEATEN AND
DEAD UPON FIELD
OF BATTLE.

Wwtern Newspaper Union New Service.
London, March 20. There are tin
confirmed reports that n revolution of

the Mensheviki, or moderate element
of the Sociul Democratic party, against
the soviet government has broken out
in Petrograd, according to a Oermnn
government wireless dispatch,
London. The llolslieviki attacked
tlie town of Morjegorsknya, 110 miles
smith of Archangel, but were repulsed,
according to a Russian official dispatch received. The enemy left
dead and many wounded behind
them, while five unwounded prisoners and six machine guns were taken
from them.
Russian nnnholshevist forces, having been defeated hy soviet troops,
have retired toward Odessn, from
north of that city, according to a Russian wireless dispatch.
Official reports received In London
are to the effect that a critical state
of affairs exists in Odessa, the chief
Russian port on the Black sea. No
confirmation could be obtained In London to rumors that Odessa was being
evacuated by allied troops, but the report is not denied.
An earlier report said that the
had assumed the offensive
in the region north of Odessa, but hod
been repulsed by a soviet counter attack and retired toward Urezovka. It
wns added that the city of Zhitomir
had been occupied by the soviet
forces.
Soviet troops again have secured a
victory In the region of Odessa. Mixed
detachments of White Gunrds, consist
ing of partisans of Cen. Denikine and
Gen. I'etlura, made great efforts to
defend the approaches to Odessa for
he purpose of covering the complete
Tlie Red
evacuation of the. city.
Guards defeated the enemy, who are
retiring toward the city.

Coblenz, March 22. The American
remilitary authorities
yesterday
quired the Rhlneland government to
deposit 3,000,000 marks with the army
of occupation as a guarantee of payment for war material unlawfully disposed of under the terms of the armistice.
When the German army evacuated
the American bridgehead It left more
than 1,000 horses, many trucks and
other war material which It was unable to remove. This material auto
matically became the property of the
American army. Instead of turning
the property over the local government.
sold It, especially the horses, to individuals.
The American army held the Rhine- laud government responsible and un'
111 the
8,000,000 marks were deposited
the Americans forbade the government
to dispose of any of Its funds. The
money was forthcoming only after the
army officials had lodged protests
with Maj. Gen. Dickman.
Anarchists Meet More Defeat.
Archangel. Patrol activity has in
creased considerably along the Vol
ogda railway and on the Dvlna front
On both sectors the llolslieviki have
been defented by the American und
allied troops. A small Bolshevist raid
ing party, malting its way over the
snow, surprised an allied artillery position in the forests near the Vologda
ailway. After considerable fighting
in the darkmws the raiders were repulsed, leaving n number of dead behind. Following success on the Dvlna,
when the Americans und Itusstnns repulsed a raid against the allied lines
of communication, nn American patrol encountered a .Bolshevist patrol In
wood. A number of the llolslieviki
were killed nnd the others In the party
were mnde prisoner.

Railroads Get Cash.
Washington. The urgent need of
the railroad administration for ready
cash with which to meet current obligations was partially met through
payment of $100,000,000 by the War
Department on account of transportation of troops. The payment covers
bills already approved and anticipated
hills which ordinarily would fall due
within the next three months. War Department accountants have computed
the amount now due from the department to "be $65,000,000.

Will Make Flight in May.
Washington. Lieutenant Commander Bellinger lias lieen ordered from
Norfolk to Washington for work in
connection with tlie preparation of
c
plans for the
flight to
to lie undertaken by a big nnvy
in the spring. It was said at
In Xnvy !epMrtiiient that no orders
d been Issued for the flight itself
to ti nt In all probability the plane
vnnld not start across the Atlnntic
n May. Tlie pilot has
lint" '
ot ticen Delected.

Lemberg Is Taken.
Warsaw. The Ukrainian troops besieging Lemberg have entered that
city after five days of hard fighting,
according to an official statement
Tlie resistance of the Polish reinforce
ments sent to the aid of the beleag-urecity was broken by the Ukraini
ans, the statement adds. A document
seized by the Poles showed that reward of 4,000 crowns and five arpents
(about five acres) of land had been
promised to every Ukrainian soldier
entering Lemberg.

Reduction in 8teel Prices.
upon a
Washington. Agreement
new schedule of steel prices providing
a reduction in the present quotations
for the commodity was reached by representatives of the steel Industry and
the Industrial board of the department
of commerce. The new prices are
for the year 1919 and are effective at
once. A partial list of the new prices
was made public as follows : Basic pig
Iron reduced to $25.75 a gross ton;
four-incbillets, $38.50 a gross torn.
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Saloniki. fireek troops have defeat
ed the Russian Bolshevik! at Kherson
northeast of Odessa, and advanced
about twelve miles, according to an
official announcement made by Greek
TheifGreeks captured
headquarters.
prisoners nnd war material.
Charges Made Against Baker.
Kansas City. Perfection of a pacif
ist organization in such a clever man
nor that it has reached "the founda
lions of the most active department of
the govetnment the Wnr Depart
ment," wns charged in an address by
Maj. Dick B. Foster, member of
at Camp Funston, Kan.,
that tried 13!i alleged conscientious ot
jectors. He accused Secretary of Wnr
linker with "intentionally, or uninten
tionnlly, uiding nnd assisting the I. W.
and hit
V., international Socialists
mnnitnrinns in their program of block
ing construction of the army by ex
tending and perverting the acts of
Congress for the protection, comfort
nnd solace of the obstructionists."
cotirt-nmrti-

anti-wa-

h

'

Arrest Mexloan Revolutionists.
Paso, Tex. Eighteen Mexicans
are confined in the federal section of
the county jail here, the government
has three truck londs of military supplies and army officers declared the
revolution of Gen. Felipe Angeles,
planned to stnrt In northern Mexico
May 1, In conjunction with Francisco
Villa's movement, had been checked
hy the arrest of Angeles' staff. Tlie
Mexicans were arrested near Socorro,
Tex., fifteen miles southeast of here,
wliile preparing to cross Into Mexico
with horses, rifles, ammunition and
other military elements. Col. Federlco
'ervantes, chief of stnff to Angeles In
1014, and Col. Itafael Iturblde, member of a wealthy and prominent family
of Mexico City, were arrested by government agents in an automobile near
Socorro.
El

U. S. Air Casualties.
In
the
Casualties
Washington.
United States air service personnel,
serving with the American and nllied
armies nt the front, numbered 554. Of
the total, 171 men were killed In com
but. A table made public by the War
Department gives tlie following off!
rial casualty report for the air service
at the front: Killed in comluit, 171;
prisoners, 135; wounded, 120; missing,
73; killed in accidents, 42; other
causes, 4. The records hy months
shows the rapid rise in casualties as
American fliers begun to get into ac
tion. It follows:
March, 1018, 2;
April, none; May, 27; June, 29; July,
05; August, 82; September, 181; October, 125; November (to Nov. 11), 43.

Automobile Industry Big.
The amount of capital invested in
the automobile Industry and related
Industries, such as parts and accessories, is approximately. $1,297,000,000, which Is greater by $250,of
000,000 than the capitalisation
all the national banks, which, in 1917,
wns $1,079,660,000; greater than the
combined outstanding capital stock of
tlie New York Central ($247,887,400),
Pennsylvania ($409,205,700), Chicago
& Northwestern
and
($145,165,870)
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul rail
road ($233,666,200).
-

Western Newspaper Union News Service)

crazed
religious
Philadelphia.
fanatic, who gave as his only name,
ran
Son
amuck
of Jesus Christ,
Omega,
with two revolvers in Philadelphia,
shot three men to death and wounded
five others. At bis boarding house h
was known as George Vincent Lembo,
a young Italian aboatt thirty years old.
Obsessed with the Idea that the
spirit of his father was being tortured
In a power house, Lembo climbed over
the gate of the Philadelphia Rapid

Service.

Allies Can Save Siberia.
Immediate and ad
equate allied intervention in Siberia
Is necessary If that part of Russia) Is
to be saved from Bolshevist hordes,
Gen. Robert C. Paris of the French
army said here on his arrival from
Vladivostok. General Paris, who has
been associated with the Csecho-Slvuk command in Russia, said the
Czechs had lost half their strength,
were worn out nnd withdrawing from
Siberia, leaving the country helpless.

'opciihup'n. A dispatch from
says the soviet piverninent has
occupied all theaters anil music halls
ami arranged for revolutionary plays
and addresses on the significance of
llie revolul ion. A ('.oclin-Slovnarmy
lias hern sent against Iliiunry, acofficial report received
cording to
In Vienna.
At the first meeting of
the new Hungarian government in
Kudapest, a dispatch from Ilerllii
says, a Soldiers' ami Workmen's Council for enllre Hungary was appointed,
aci'onliiiK to plans entered Into with
the agents of l.enine.
llie council
Immediately started preparation of a
of
hill for the socialization
all lnclus-- '
trial activities.

Start from Rockaway Beach.
Washington. Naval seaplanes which
are to attempt a flight across the Atlantic ocean In .May will start from
Kockaway Reach, Long Island, hut the
art mil "jumping off place will he
much farther up the coast, possihly nt
some point In Xewfouiidland. Whether
the machines will steer a direct course
for Ireland or follow the longer route
has not
via the Azores apparently
been determined.
Several machines
are being prepared for the flight and
two or more probably will make the
Mart.

Mrs. Thomaa F. Waleh, wife of Sen
ator Waleh of Montana, haa begun to
entertain again after tha year of war
work, which haa been eonaplcuoue
even In Washington.

Nv

Land Company Is Warned.
Washington. As a result of telegrams from Senator Phelan of California, giving information of a proposal
a
hy Japanese interests to acquire
large tract of land in Lower California owned by Americans, the State
Department has called the attention of
the owning corporation, the California- Mexico Land Company of Los Angeles, to the attitude of the United
States government townrd such sales
of property which might be used for
military purposes.

y
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t'nlon New Service.
Paris, March 21. In tanking his re
port to the supreme allied council on
the Polish question, Jules I 'million, the
head of llie Peace Conference Commis
sion 011 Polish affairs, set forth llie
purpose of the commission to create
a Polish state which would have a
firm foundation for Its future welfare
and at the same lime to respect the

Weitern Newspaper Union

as'

Fine Socialist Society.
New York. Tlie American Socialist
society, convicted of violating the espionage act, in circulating Scott Nearpam
lug's
phlet, "The Great Madness," was fined Wireless Telephone Across Atlantic
Federal
London. The establishment of wire
$3,000 by
Judge Mayer. Attorneys for the organization hod pre- less telephony between Ireland add
viously announced their intention of Canada has been announced by the
Marconi company.
taking an appeal.
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Marfa, Texas, March 24. Troops of
the Eighth cavalry under Capt. H. E.
Kloepfer returned here after pursuing
Mexican bandits across the Hlo
Claude at Iliildosu. The Mexicans
were overtaken eighteen miles south
of the border and Captain Kloepfer
reports five of them killed. No American
was hurt.
The cavalrymen
cat lie and
brought hack thirty-fivtwo horses driven from the Nunez
ranch by llie raiders.
Two Mexicans were wounded In the
fighting, making tlie casualties among
llie rattle thieves seven out of a total
of twelve.
Ma.l. Cen. Ie Itosey ('. Cabell, commander of the southern department,
who was here to make nn inspection
of the Pig liend district, congratulated Caplain Kloepfer and Ills troops
for their work in overtaking and defeating tlie Mexicans, who crossed the
liio Ciantle Into the Chinati mountains east of Kuidosa, stole a number
of cal lie from the Nunez ranch and
drove them Into Mexico.
The raid on the Nunez ranch, near
the river and 011 the American side,
was reported to Captain Kloepfer. He
coniiniiulcated with his sector and with
the district commander hy field tele
phone, at the same time sending troop
M of the Kighth cavalry to the scene
of the crossing where the trail wns
clearly marked in the mud.
Captain Kloepfer's report to head
quarters stated he crossed the river
seven miles below Kuidosa ford, came
Into contact and engaged the baud
eighteen miles from the river crossing,
and just nt nightfall last night opened
were
fire on the bandit band.
killed In the first volleys fired Into
tlie rendezvous of the Mexican cnttle
thieves and two wounded. None of the
American cavalrymen were wounded
during the firing. The Mexicans hnd
killed one stolen steer, and were cooking It for supper when they heard the
hoofs of the American cavalry horses
approaching through the darkness.
They took positions on a high hill
overlooking the trail, and attempted
to out flank Kloepfer's troops In the
darkness.

jriiaMy.-yvivSx.w-

SUPPLIES

principle of iiiitloiialltiesj despite the
dlffifullles reaultliiK from the geogrup- leal features of llie problem.
Poland, M. Camhou pointed out, was
half enclosed hy (iermaii territory ami
had un imperative need of an inde
pendent mil let to the sea hy a route
easy of access, to Insure herTrationuI
autonomy. Therefore, lie said, It was
necessary to Incorporate in the new
state some (ierinan elements which, he
reminded tlie council, had been Introduced there hy (ierniany herself
with delihernteness and in conformity
w ith her colonizing system.
Premier l.loyd (leorge argued that
(ierniany must not he given a pretext
for organizing a sort of irrldentist
movement, especially east of the Vistula, where the Germans were rather
numerous. The plan of the commission gives to Poland boundaries which
render her territory more restricted
than it was In 1T72. It puts In her
possession an outlet to the Baltic
which along a considerable distance
spans the Vistula to Danzig, hut excludes the Allensteln territory, to determine the position of which a plebiscite Is proposed.
Mr. l.loyd tieorge also remarked
TROUBLE
lhat hy connecting Ianzlg with Thorn
and Warsaw hy two Independent railroads it probnhly would he possible Reported That
Have
Hungariana
to innke Poland economically IndeJoined Anarchists and Will
Renew War,
pendent.
Paris. The. proclamation, of. the
Report Rail Earnings.
new Hungarian government invites the
Witshlnglon. The bureau of rail- workmen and peasants of Itoheniia,
way economics, a private institution Ituniania, Serbia and Croatia to form
maintained
by railroad companies, an armed alliance against the nristocmade public an analysis of Interstate racy, landowners and dynasties. It re
commerce commission reports on
quests also thnt tlie workmen of Auearnings last year, to show that stria and (ierniany follow the lead of
of the .214,IKKI.(N0 government deficit Huilgnry In breaking off relations with
for tlie year 1."0,01 k 1,000, or 70 per the Paris peace conference. They are
cent, was in Kaslern territory. West- .requested to rally with the Moscow
ern rouils show a deficit of $72,000,-00- government and constitute a soviet rewliile Southern roads had a sur- public nnd to resist, amis in hand, the
plus, earning .5S,.'i(III.ikhI above the gov- "imperialistic conquerors." The proc
ernment guaranteed rental. Among Inmntlon says tlie government will orthe railroads earning a surplus above ganize an army which will enforce the
the standard returns were: Union Pa- proletariat's dictates against Hunga
cific, $11,010,000; Southern, $H),(!iri,-000- ; Ian landowners ami- - capitalists, the
iMilulh, Missahe & Northern,
Itunianian aristocracy nnd the Czech
Michigan Central, $.V.."i4,HI0 ; bourgeois?. The document ends by
Itlg I'our. $4.7.r0.000 ; Chesapeake & urging ench workmnn nnd peasant to
Ohio, $3,81.1.1100: Santa Ke, $.1,114,000, work In order to produce or to enlist
and Louisville & Nashville, $2,0.7,OO0. In the army.
The roads where the largest deficits
resulted were: Pennsylvania, $.'13,044,-(SK- I
Copenhagen. The new Hungarian
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, soviet government intends to effect nn
&
Italtlniore
$2.1,.M1.(NH1;
Ohio,
alliance with .the Russian Rolshevlkl.
C.reat Northern, SIO.OST.OOO ; According to telegrams three Russian
&
North- envoys already in Budapest
Krie, $1(l.r.K.'l.0OO; Chicago
declare
western, $10,7.10,000; Panhandle,
that a Russian Red army is now on
Iturlington, $8,:U4,000; Uock line from Rrody to Stanislau and is adIsland, $0,700,000.
vancing on Lemherg, approximately
miles distant. This nrniy,
seventy-fivSue U. S. for Damages.
the telegram continues, is expected to
Philadelphia. The Atlantic Refin- arrive In Budapest within n fortnight.
ing Company has entered suit in the
Planes Excite
fnited States Court here against the
Considerable
government for $2,10:1.2.11, alleged to
excite
Amerongen.
be due for fuel oil furnished to the ment was created at Amerongen cashe oil company claims com- tle, where former Emperor William Is
navy.
pensation on the basis of war prices staying, when six aeroplanes appearcharged for its product, wliile Secre- ed suddenly from behind a bank of
tary Daniels settled nt the lower rate clouds. They came from the east nnd
fixed hy President Wilson. Other con- after encircling the castle twice disapcerns, it Is stated, will enter suit for peared in a northerly direction. The
large sums in the event the govern- nationality of the machines could not
ment losing In the present contro be distinguished, but it is generally
.
versy.
assumed they were Dutch.

between I'kraine and Itussian ISoh
delenrales for llie settlement of
differences. Itolshevlst l.cmlcr Kailow-skhas arrived at I'kritinian
It Is reported.

fifty-mil-

CATTLE

RUIDOSA.

Mitrsliul
Koch
Paris,
whs present nt the inctM Iiik of tlie
Supreme Allied Council during I he
discussion of the serious Hltiiiiiion In
Hungary, liut no announcement wni
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Cattle.

Fat steers, choice to prime, $16 OOflll.lS
Fat steers, good to choice.. It. 000 16.lt
lS.toSl4.Tt
Fat steer, fair to arood
12.10

11.80
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice., -lt.OO011.tS
Cows, fair to good
.S0$l.lt
8.000 1.10
Cows, medium to fair.

canners
Cow,
Bulla

6.00

7.00
14.00
11.761
11.001
11.001

Veal calve

Feeder, good toto choice....
Feeder, fair Rood
Stockera, good to choice.,,
Stockera, fair to good
f.60(

Good hogs

Heg.

,

7O011.lt

Sheep.

Lamb, fat, light
,,.19.6O01!.M
Lamba, fat, heavy
,.. 19.00 5l.lt
Ewea, good to choice... ,.. 11.60011.10
Oreaaed Pealtrr.
The following prices on dressed
poultry are net F. O. B. Denver: 1
Turkey., No. Is
It
11
01t
Turkeys, old torn
11 01
Turkey, choice
IT
Hen
22
024
Duck, young
Geese
20 021
12 014
Roosters
Llva Poultry.

9
Turkey,
lb, or
Hen, ib
Duck,
yeung
Geese

Spring
Broilers,

m

over

28

02T

u

30

26
11
16

to 2 lba

02
010
017
022

Eggs.
Egga, strictly freah, case count. .10.1t
Hatter.
first grade
Creameries,
lb
Creameries, second grade
lb.
(cold
rroces storage),
Duller
Packing stock

4
62
60

32034

Vegetable.

Beans, Navy, cwt
.$8,000 9.00
4.000 6.00
Beans, Pinto, Cwt
.30
Bean, Lima, Ib
.100 .31
Bean, green, lblb.
.30
Bean, wax,
2.000 2.64
Beets, new, ctvt
Brussels sprouts
.170 .20
1.76 0 2.00
(JaDDage, Colo.
1.750 2.00
Carrots, cwt. . .
.160 .It
Cauliflower, lb.
.650 l.tO
Ran Around With Two Revolvers.
Celery, homeirrown. do.
1.000 1.5
Cucumber, h. h.. do.
1.7t
dos
1.500
Liettuce,
head,
Transit company's plant and shot two Unions, table,
dos
.750 .It
f.000 6.0
of the employees and fled. Pursued by Onion, cwt
Potatoes, new, cwt....',., 1.400 2.00
police and a crowd over a circuitous Radishes,
.30 0 .31
long hothouse..
two
killed
of
the
.350 .40
Radishes, rouud. hothouse.
poroute, the fanatic
i.... 1.500 Lit
licemen and fired a score of shots, Turnip, cwt.
wounding other pojlcemen and civil'
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
Ions.
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Prices.
When Lembo was finally cornered
Uar,
by two policemen the maniac pushed
Buying Prices.
a revolver in either hand against the Colorado upland, per ton. .f 22.OO02t.Ot
2O.OO021.Ot
Nebraska, per ton
bodies of the two and pulled the trig Prairie
Hay, Colorado aid
20.00021.00
gers. One officer dropped dead. The
Nebraska, per ton
23. 00024.00
life of the other policeman was saved Timothy, pertonton
ID. 00020.00
Alfalfa,
per
because the gun missed fire. The South Park, per ton
22.00023.00
per ton., 21. 00022.00
fanatic was shot in the leg, clubbed In- Gunnlaon Valley,
6.000 6.00
Straw, per ton
to Insensibility and captured.
At the hospital Lembo said he was
Grata.
I2.4t
the son of Christ and he had a mission Oats. Neb. 100 lbs., buying
I.lt
chop, sack, sailing
on earth so Important that his own life Corn
1.06
Corn in sack, selling
4.00
or those of others were of no account. White cornmeal, per 100 lbs
4.00
100 lba
Yellow
cornmeal
per
In his room were found quantities of Oluten feed, sacked, selling
1.84
religious and anarchistic literature in Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs. selling.. 1.16
Italian and German, a rifle and a Bum-- '
Flour.
ber of trunks and suitcases.
Hungarian Patent, 99 lbs., sacked,
to
$5.14
discount
subject
41 lbs., sacked, subJAIL
AFIRE Hungarian,
WOMAN
SETS
2.67
ject to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, sub- 1.22
to discount
ject
Locks Herself In Cell, Awaitln(
HIDES AND PELTS.
Suffocation, but la
Rescued.
furnished by Charles
(Quotation
Friend & Co., Inc.)
Mass. Mrs. Elizabeth
Plttsfleld.
Drr Flint Hide.
16 lba. and up
29c
Huntley, aged thirty years, a widow, Butcher,
29c
Butcher, under 16 lba
27c
of No. 1257 Broad Street, Hartford, Fallen, all weight
17c
Bulla and atait
Conn., for four days under observa14c
Culls
tion with limited freedom at police
Dry salted hldea, 6c per Ib. lesa. two- to
horaehides
Dry
mental
condi
headquarters for her
thirds price of green salted.
'
tion, tried unsuccessfully to burn the
Drr Flint Hide.
28c
Wool
building. In the absence of Police Short pelts
wool pelt
23c
Matron Mrs. Sarah M. Dean, from Butcher shearing
No, 1...
17c
tc
whose room she apparently securer! No. 2 and murrain shearllncs
of pell. 15c
saddle
and
piece
Bucks,
matches, Mrs. Huntley set fire to two
urern sailed Hide. Klc.
1
No.
14e
muttresses in two separate rooms then Heavy cured,
(over 25
cured No. 2 (over 25 lb.)..
Heavy No.
lb.)... 13c
locked herself In a cell, wound a sheel Bull.
1
10c
and blanket about her and lay down, Bulls, No. 2
09c
hide and akin
08c
apparently expecting suffocation. In Glue,
1
. .16018c
Kip. No.
spector Daniel J. McColgat and State Kip. No. 2
..14016c
Detective Thomas E. Bllgh, who wen Calf, Not 1
..26 0 28c
2
No.
. .240t6c
In the Inspector's office, IS feet away Calf. d
hides, 1c per lb, less thaa
heard a person groaning and upon In- cureu.
Green hides, tc per lb, leas thaa
vestigation discovered the fires.
curea.
Opening the door leading to tht
Green Salted Horaehides.
women's department, they were drives No. 1
17.00496.00
6.0005.00
back by the smoke, and firemen had No. 2
60c less.
Headless,
great difficulty In reaching the woman. Ponie and glue
1.0001.09
She had lost consciousness, but reMiscellaneous Markets.
vived later at the House of Mercy hospital. Both fires were quickly extin
Metal Markets.
Colorado Settlement Prlcea.
guished with $500 loss.
VI.
Bar ailver, 11.01
Mrs. Huntley came to Plttsfleld
Copper, lb., 16c.
from Hartford three weeks ago Id
$5.25.
Lead,
search of a man who she told the po
Spelter. $6.22 tt.
Tungsten, fier unit. $12.00015.00.
ne owea her $1,000.
Her mother.
Mrs. John O'Brien of 1257 Broad
Price at Sugar.
New York. Sugar Centrifugal, 7.2a.
sheet, Hartford, Is expected here.
Cut loaf. 10.50; crushed. 10.25: mould
A. 9.60; cubea. 9.75; XXXX powdered.
9.20; powdered, 9.16; fine granulated
t
and diamond A, 9.00; confectioner" A.
,

one-ha- lf

Part-cure-

1.90; No. 1, 8.16.

Piano, Lost 20 Years,
Found in Razing Building

Cash Grain In Ckleaga.
Corn No. 1 yellow, 11.610
Chicago.
1.52; No. 4 yellow, $1.4801.60; No. I
01.4IH- yellow. 11.46
1
Oata No.
white, 63 HO 66 Vic;
standard, 65066c.
No.
1.
11.64
Rye
0 1.14 .
Barley 96c 1.04.
Timothy 17.000 10.00.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
Lard 12t.lt.
Ribs Nominal.

r,

A piano In a rosewood case
that disappeared when the West

house. In Sandusky, O., was remodeled 20 years ago, haa been
found by workmen engaged In
tearing down the old hotel.
It develops that la extending
the dining room a new floor was
laid over a pit In what was
known as the banquet nail. In
which the instrument reposed.
The piano la In a good state of
preservation.

Russians Go Home.
New York. The executive commit
Ck lea ge Uveetaek. '
tee of the second
colaslal
Chicago. Hogs Bulk of sales. Ill.lt
Convention announced the incorpora019.15; heavy weight. 111.10011.66;
medium 'Weight, 119.16019.lt; light
tion In Delaware of the Svoboda
$11.40019.10;
light- weight,
weight,
steamship line, the purpose of which
tl7.260U.tO; sows. 117.25 011.76; pig.
company will be to obtain ships for
$16.60017.60.
thet ransportatton of 1,000,000 Russian
Cattle Heavy beef steer, $11,000
!$$
20.16: light beef steer. 110.00018.75;
workers, Bolshevikl and others, to
cows and heifer. 17.40 0 16.60;
butcher
Ilussla. The main reason for the
Interesting Session.
canners and cutters, $6.0001.75; veal
movement, according to the announcePortland, Ore. There waa Intense calvea. $12.00017.50: stockers and feedment, Is the dissatisfaction of the Rus Interest In court when larceny evi- - er ateera. $1.25015.00.
84 pounda or less,
8heep-lmb- e,
sian workers with economic conditions drncc against Mabel Cole was Intro
16 pounda or better.
0 20.26;
In the United States.
duced. Twas a dainty garment ol 118.(6
20:16:
culls
118.26 0
and common. 116.21
sheer pink silk. An envelope chemise. 018.00:
ewe, medium to choice. $11.59
culls and common. 16.00 011.26.
014.60;
8end
for
Messenger
Uy
Treaty.
Policeman's Right.
Cbteage) Pied nee.
Berlin. The German government la
Des
la. Every policeman Is Chicago. Butter Creamery, 61 40c.
disinclined to send a special mission entitledMoines,
Eggs
Flrt.
ordinary
to be "soused" on duty at firsts. !7tt18c; lt4
at 018c;
mark, casea into Paris for a meeting with the mem east twice.
17Vi4TlV4c
At
It
sc4 cluded.
least
appears
Potatoea Wiaconsin and Mlrhlni.
bers of the allied peace conference. If from a
by Chief A, B. Day, who $1.6601.76: Minnesota. tl.1501.tO.
the reports are correct that the en 'canned"ruling
one of his braves for belnc
Poultry Alive, higher. Springe, lie;
tente potrers will not permit of a dis- drunk three times. He waa a member fowl. 11c.
cussion of the peace treaty.. The Ger- of the boose
A mass meeting of 2,000 Hawaiiaa
squad, too.
man delegates consider that
held In Honolulu, adopted,
Japanese,
are not to be given a hearing hey can
Found Sparkling Goods.
a resolution to send a Japanese delespare themselves the trouble of a trip
to Paris to ask that an effort
Superior, Wis. When officers asked
to Versailles and Instead send a mes- John Johnson, Jeweler, to show then gation
be made to Insert a clause In the
senger to bring the draft of the peace
"some sparkling goods" he produced a peace treaty abolishing racial discrim
'
treaty to Weimar.
tray of gems. But they found eight ination for the sake of humanity and
Justice.
pints la the cos! shed. Fine SaOOL

;

ANNOUNCEMENT OF INDIANAPOLIS RACE
BARN
FOLLOWED BY REVIVAL OF OTHER EVENTS

door, pas's between the stalls, and go
out at the other end of the building.
At the rear of the cow barn are two
feed rooms, connected with the silos.
There also Is a toilet room here.
r
The horse barn will accommodate
ten animals, eight in stalls and two
In box stalls.
The farm office Is ut
one side of the entrance and the harness room on the other.
While only the general scheme of
equipment for this building Is showu.
the plans contemplate the use of many
specialties thut make for efficiency 'n
doing the work required. The door.i
are equipped With storm-tigheasy
rolling hangers; drinking water is
piped to Individual drinking cups at
each stall, providing clean, fresh water at all times of the day or night;
feed unit litter carriers on overhead
tracks make the distribution of Jood
and the removal of piauure easy. In
the hny loft, a carrier is provided.
Careful provlsinu has been made far
ventilation, one rf the most Important
features of the modern dairy und
horse born. There nre air pumps or
cupola ventilators on the roof, ttireo
large ones on the ridge of the main
section of l''e burn nnd a fourth an
the wing. These aerators pull '.he foul
air out of.the stables through weM insulated foul air flues,
rtrsh ar
conies In through the window?) ns they
are tilted back at the top, resting on
galvanized Iron wkpdow vpr.tilutlng
shields. With these the fresh air Is
deflected to the. stable celling, where
it diffuses gradually; no direct draft
Sunblows against the animals.
light Is nature's greatest
gerai
killer.
Plenty of windows are provided in 'this barn.
Taken all together, the plan shown
gives all the practical features that a
modern barn should have to make the

IS FARMER'S

BEST INVESTMENT
Modern Building Increases
duction, Lessens Labor.

Pro-

IDEAL STRUCTURE IS SHOWN

I

1

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. WUIiam A. Radford will answer
oueatlnna- ani4
..I .... .cot-i-- . j c An
n.(v.
' " u..i.a
JF
COST on all subjects
pertaining to the
uojeui oi nuiioing- worn on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
hie wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, h la. wlthm. Hni..
highest authority on all these subjects.
Auurwr evu inquiries to William A. Radford. No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only lncloaa thrM-ce- nt
itimn in.
reply.

jt

if
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lans Provide for Combination Dairy
and Horse Stable Brings All
the Live Stock Under
One Roof.

H

r.

t,

tThree Noted Drivers and the Indianapolis Motor Speedway Courae.
"lletter barns mean better and more
Present Indications point to the set. The windy city boosters also expect productive cows." That is the axiom
greatest season automobile racing has to put the Algonquin Hill Climb trophy, of the successful business farmer.
More valuublo
enjoyed for several years. At the ban- now held by Frank Kulick, back in Cows are valuable.
quet of. the A. A. A. contest board in competition. However, the site of the than they have been in the history of
(New York all the promoters of the sea- event will likely be changed, as the the dairying Industry In America. As
son's races were represented and were roadmakers cut down the old bill some profit producers they stand at the head
of the live stock division of the funnbusy canvassing the drivers for entries months ago.
to their meets. It 'was surprising the
ing Industry.
Revive a Reliability Tour.
number of cars that would be availWhen the owner of a dairy herd
C. O. Sinsabaugh, who had the prodemonstrates to himself that a warm,
able.
Reof
motion
the
proposed
Intercity
well ventilated stable causes greater
Students of the race game attribute
e
liability tour In hand two years ago, milk production at the time of the
this to Indianapolis staging Its
assurances
has
he
be
able
will
that
classic again with the race on
to put it over this year. The Detroit
May 31, as every driver would rath- Automobile
club was to have competed
er win the Booster classic, if he is an
was unable because of the
American, than the French Grand in 1916, but
neces600-mil-

Prix, while the foreigners feel almost
the same way. It is pretty certain
that Resta, Chevrolet, DePalma and
oher stars will compete.
Other Dates Set.
Charley Johnson, owner of the Union-towPa., speedway, was seeking drivers, although the entry blanks for tie
opening race on May 17 have not been
sent out. Cincinnati's speedway will
have its first race on July 5. Tucoma
n
will probably stage its annual
on July 4.
Chicago's speed enthusiasts have decided to revive the famous road races
over the Elgin course, although the actual dates for the event have not been
n,

Monta-maratho-

war activities to give the time
sary to form a team und enter. Sinsabaugh expects entries from the following cities: Detroit, Chicago, New
York, Buffulo, Cleveland and Indianapolis. The tour will probably be a
three-duaffair, such as was proposed
in 1016, starting and finishing in Buffalo.
Another reliability tour that is being
promoted Is from Los Angeles to the
Atlantic. Heretofore transcontinental
tours have been from the East to the
West and the Cullfornians have decided to reverse the order nnd test the
hospitality of the motorists and clubs
they have entertained in the past.
y

FOR AUTOMOBILE
By Use of Auxiliary System En
tire Road in Rear of Car Is

Brightly Lighted.
WIRED ON SEPARATE CIRCUIT
8o Arranged That When
Switch le In Off Position Backing
Light Cannot Be Illuminated
Clear Lene la Used.
Tall-Lig-

With this auxiliary lighting system,
lever is thrown
when the
to the reverse position, the backlng-ulight and also the tall light will be
Illuminated and the entire road in
the rear of the car brightly lighted,
writes Parke Goode, of Covington, Ky.(
In Popular Mechanics. As shown In
the upper part of the diagram, the
backlng-u- p
light Is wired on a sep
arate circuit so that closing the au
tomatlc switch permits current to pass
through
Detail of Switch.
The switch, as detailed In the lower
part of the drawing, consists of two
strips bent from spring brass. These
are mounted on a wooden block which
The block Is
provides Insulation.
bolted under the floor of the car. The
contact lug, whereby the switch' Is
gear-shiftin-g

p

it

They Should Be Given Immediate
tention to Avoid Serious and
Costly Damage.

pounds," and they should be heeded at
once or serious and costly damage wlL'
probably result.
There Is no generally accepted dis
tinctlon between these two kinds ol
abnormal sounds which an ailing
motor may give out, but the tern
knock Is usually applied to the somewhat sharp, clanking noise which it
produced when metallic parts are abnormally stressed, but have no sub
stuntlal looseness or play between
them.
Little, If any, jar of the car as a
whole accompanies these knocklngs
The term "pound" Is usually applied
to the much more resonant and mor
blow-lik- e
sound, which results fron
loose parts, striking together, am
which is commonly accompanied bj
a distinct Jar. According to these definitions, a knock may occur In a motoi
which Is In perfect mechanical con
dltlon, with none of its parts loose
from wear or faulty adjustment.
The knock Is most commonly caused
by too early Ignition of the charge
due to the spark occurring too early
or by the premature Ignition due to
carbon deposits, too high compre
slon, or overheating of the piston.
A pound, on the other hand, occurt
only In a motor which Is In lmperfec.
mechanical condition.

J
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To Operate Windshield..
Never attempt to force the upper
half of the windshield up or down by
pushing on one side, especially If the
shield Is an old one. If the framework
Is at all weak, this method of handling
will probably break the pane.

OF AUTO TOPS

Especial Care Should Be Exercised In
Purchase of Ueed Car Dealers Are Tricky.
When one Is .buying a used car ho
should be particular In bis examination of the top and curtains. Sharp
dealers have a trick of blacking over
a seedy top and curtains, so that at
casual Inspection they look well
enough, but when the first rain cornea
they leak like so many sieves. By
the same token look well to the tires
on a used car. The gyps have methods of whitewashing the tires so that
they look .well for the time being, hut
give little service afterward.
When You. Skid.
Throw out the clutch and turn tha
front wheel In the same direction la
which the car Is skidding while at tho
same time the driving wheels should
be slowed down Jost as quickly ai
possible. Never make that often fa- tal mistake of Jamming on the brakes
aa soon as the skid begins to be felt;

Garageman la Responsible.
In a recent New York case a gaKeep Parts Clean.
rageman practically was held to be reWhen any part of the mechanism of
sponsible for a car owner's loss because of damages sustained by bis car the ear la removed be sure that It la
through lire while In the garagemaa's perfectly dean before It Is returned
to Its place.
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Wealthy New York Collector Is
Murdered With Oriental
Sword.

HAS

UNIQUE

SETTING

Attack Appears to Have Been Made
With Insane Fury Victim Defends 8elf With Leather
Slungshot.
New York. Criminal experts In Mew

fork city are racking their brains lb
an effort to find a solution of the mys
tery surrounding the murder of WinScott I'hiihower, rich electrical
expert and curio collector, whose mutilated body was found in his den, with
a queer Oriental sword and a heavy
leather slungshot near by. Both the
sword and the slungshot, alike unique
In design, were among the curios
hud collected during his life
time. There was missing only a beau
tiful diamond ring which Pbllhower
wore, indicating that robbery was not
the sole motive for the crime.
The police, It is stated, are proceed
ing on the basis that the murder arose
out of something deeper, some long entertained grudge or some suddenly de
veloped and Intense bntred. It may
have been the act of an Oriental fanatic, they say. The sole clew is said
to be a piece of paper with Phllhow-er'- s
address scribbled upon It. The paper was found near the body and the
address was not Phllhower's writ
ing.
Slaughtered With Ancient Sword.
According to the evidence in the
hands of the police, Phlihower was In
his den when his assailant entered
through a narrow hall and pulled an
ancient Oriental sword from the wall.
Phlihower, it appears, must hdve
known that death was upon him, for
he Jerked a heavy leuther slungshot
from a hook above his divan and defended himself with it. The havoc
wrought In the room shows that Phil- -

field

Phil-how- er

J

WIFE

MAY

SEARCH

POCKETS

a
New York Judge Gives Official Recognition to Woman's Ancient

Habit
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Floor Plan of Combination Barn.
But he has realized that with the proper buildings he could have eliminated
mnrh nf the waste around the farm.
Now
and have made more profit.
he has a chance to get the buildings
that have been denied him during war.
A combination dairy and horse barn
such as Is shown In the accompanying
illustration, is the Ideal building, since
It brings under one roof all the work
of caring for the live stock. Constructed with a trussed rafter gambrel
roof, arranged conveniently so that the work can be performed
with the least number of steps, equipdeg
ped with all the
vices, and built as sanitary as barns
can be made. This building will prove
a valuable addition to the farm group.
While this barn will add much M
the attractiveness of the farm landscape, what will appeal to the buslnes
sense of the farmer Is Its Interior.
The floor plan that Is shown gives the
The main
details of Its arrangement.
or cow stable. Dart of the barn. Is 36
by 98 feet The horse barn forms an
ell and Is 90 feet by su leet. Aojoining
the rear of the cowbarn are two silos,
14 feet In diameter.
Accommodates 38 Cows.
The cow stable is" designed to accommodate 84 animals in single stalls,
and four others In pens. The cows
are faced out, a feed alley, five feet
wide, being between the wall and tin
The Utter alley
line of stanchions.
runs through the center of the buildfour Inches wide,
ing and is eight f'
forming a drivew; through the barn.
The advantage of this arrangement
! that a team can be driven la oa
labor-savin-

Ing for the live stock and cut thi
labor cost on the farm.
Leaving out all considerations of
heeding the government's call to
"Build a Building" In order to pro
vide employment for the returned sol
diers, building a barn that will provide a clean, convenient and sanitary
home for the live stock Is the farm'
er's best Investment.
Indians' Habits Changed.
The romance of red war paint and
bold head feathers has been blotteJ
from the lives of Canada's Indians, ac
cording to a correspondent of Kan
sas City Star.
The big chief of yesteryear who
would summon a war concil when
e
on the horizon Is
dawn stood
up at the same hour now, but has
He la
been thoroughly modernized.
cranking his car, preliminary to driv
ing the kiddies to school.
When he returns to his farmhouse
he goes Into the fields wearing regular store clothes Instead of the belligerent paint of his ancestors, and
sets to work with modern machinery.
tip-to-

PESTS

DEII OF CURIOS

animals coinfortablo nnd productive.
There Is another side to tho question of whether or not a strictly modern barn building with all the best
equipment is a good investment. That
is a human side.
Much Labor Eliminated.
Farming is the country's greatest
business. But in. the past there have
been ninny disadvantages tluit liuve
driven the young men from the farm.
The work under the old conditions
whs not pleasant, especially that in
tho barn. Hut when there Is a concrete floor, with gutters into which the
dirt can be washed; when there are
carriers that take the food to tin
mangers and the manure out ; and water at each stall, so that none has to
be carried, or the animals driven to
an outdoor water trough, which In the
winter was usually frozen, there is
none of the arduous labor taking care
of the livestock that there was In the
pnst.
A modern dairy and horse barn is
one of the best paying Investments the
Slain In Den of Curios.
farmer can make. It will bring large
returns In both money and satisfachower
desperately against an
fought
tion. It will lighten the work of car- attack which appears to have been insane In Its violence.
I
The body of Phlihower was found on
i
j
the floor of his den, twisted from the
fury of the death struggle. His skull
was fractured from the blows dealt
with the ancient sword and wounds on
his bead and body Indicated that his
assailant had used the weapon both as
a saber and a sword. The slungshot,
which Phlihower is believed to have
used, was slashed In several places.
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Uneasy

Many Owners of cars. imrHmlarW
roadsters, feel uneasy when the front
seat passenger objects to the windshield being onen. Manv driver ran.
not see well through the glass, particularly at night An owner of thlc
type solved the problem at slight cost
to himself by having the windshield divided Into halves operable Independently. It Is simply a case of splitting
the shield transversely and havlnv
small union made so that
may
be operated while the other remains
closed.
EXAMINATION

:.".!'

i

one-ha- lf

As the gear lever la thrown Into reverse position. It switches on a
light at the rear of the car.
Arrangement of Circuit.
caused to close, comprises two pieces,
bent from strap Iron, which are faced
with fiber or rubber. Throwing the
gear-shilever to the reverse position
causes the contact lug to press the
spring-bras- s
leaves of the automatic
witch together, whereby the circuit
through the backing light Is closed.
Note that the circuit Is so arranged
that when the t
switch Is In
the off position the backing light cannot be Illuminated. For the backing
light; an ordinary electric tall lamp,
.which bas a clear lens Instead of the
jsnal ruby one, Is used.

fore

year when milk brings the highest
price, he wonders why he did not build
such a barn before. And when, with
the modern barn equipment, he real
izes that a great part of the unpleasant work about the barn can be performed easily and with less effort, he
Is as keen for modern conveniences In
the barn as he Is to have them in the
house.
A comfortable cow Is the best rev
enue producer. A cow that Is cold,
that Is allowed to go thirsty until
given times in the day does not produce the quantity of milk she is capable of giving. In a cold barn, that Is
poorly ventilated, a cow must consume
greater quantities of food to keep herself warm. In a tight stable a greater
portion of this food Is converted Into
milk.
Running water In the barn,
where the cow can take a drink whenever she wants one, also means greater milk production. "Put the water
into the milk, only do it before Insteal
of after milking" Is the advice of the
successful dairyman.
Good Buildings Reduce Waste.
During the last two years, the business farmer has been making money.

WINDSHIELDS OF TWO PARTS
wnen Front seat passenger
jects to Cold Air.
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LOSS OF $200,000,000 TO PEOPLE OF
COUNTRY CAUSED BY FOUR ALIEN

LIAII SLAIII III

New York. A wife has the right to
go through her husband's pockets
when be is asleep and take out any
money she finds, Magistrate Frederick
J. tiroehl, in West side court ruled
when Joseph Corway was arraigned
on a charge of disorderly conduct,
preferred by bis wife.
"It's a case of In again, out again,"
said Corway. "I Just got out of the
workhouse and am home Just a few
hours and lie down to take a sleep,
when she goes through my pockets
and takes out $16. A woman has no
right to do that"
"I don't agree with you," said the
magistrate. "A woman has the right
to go through her husband's pockets
and take out money, especially when
he has been Intimate with alcoholic
beverage."
Dog Carries Liquor.
Albany, Oa. It might not be in
congruous to use a dog as a "growler," but when two plain clothes men
saw a bird dog with a note secured
to Its neck enter a business house and
later leave with a package they were
Investigation of
plainly Interested.
the package revealed a pint of whisky,
which, though constituting the "evidence," fastened the guilt upon no
one.
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An Alien Rodent Executed In "Guillotine"

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Four alien enemies have caused the
s
as
people of this country
much loss as more than 750 native
rogues. The damage by the former is
estimated at $200.0(10,000 annually and
by the latter at $300,000,000 unnually.
The chief alien enemies are the
house mouse and three kinds of ruts.
The introduced European hare Is also
proving injurious In some localities.
The natives are the more than 730
kinds of rodents that Inhabit this continent north of Mexico.
Now, ull of the 750 nre, or may become, depredators, though many of
them are only mildly nnd occasionally
so, as is shown by the fact that together they accomplish only one and
f
times the damage caused by
the four alien rodent pests. For the
aliens are in practically every house,
every barn, every mill, every elevator,
every storehouse, over most of the
country, while the natives run largely
In the fields, ranges and woods.
Native Rodent Bad, Too.
Some of our native rodents nre very
bad citizens such as the prairie dog.
the pocket gopher, the ground squirrel.
Even thut undent rival of the weather
bureau, the groundhog, sometime
causes great damage, crunching corn
like a litter of shotes or mowing down
alfalfa or soy beans like a herd of
steers. Against all these, unremitting
warfare should be wnged unremitting
or at least such occasional warfare us
Is necessary to hold them In check.
But the case Is quite different as to
certain other animals usually regarded
as destructive the skunk, the weusel,
the mink, the fox, nnd the badger.
These are among tho most potent natural agents, says the United States department of agriculture, In preventing
an undue Increase in mice, rats,
ground squirrels, pocket gophers, and
the like.
Some of these have been
hunted, of course, for their valuable
pelts, but they nre hunted also be
cause they are considered tiie enemies
of domestic antmuls und game. Cog
two-third-

one-hal-

APPEARANCE COUNTS
IN SELLING PRODUCE
Mate
Anything but High-Grarial Should Be Avoided.

Trap.
nizance has not been taken of the fact
that many of these small native animals destroy numerous Injurious rodents and are thus sn asset to the
An occasional skunk, mink
country.
or fox does commit depredations In the
poultry ynrd, but that is merely a case
of an Individual gone wrong, and punitive measures should be directed
against the individual and not against
the species. They are also In many
places very destructive to game and
are then destroyed as vermin.
Natural Enemies That Help.
The natural enemies of the rodents
may do a great deal toward protecting
the farmer, but they cannot always, of
course, do enough. The skunks, minks,
weasels and foxes will get a good
many of the rats and mice In the fields
and even around the barn, but they
cannot be expected to muke a clenn-ueven there und, of course, they cun
accomplish nothing against rats and
mice In the house, mill or store. There
artificial means have to be employed.
Guillotine Trap Is Best.
The United States department of agriculture, through the bureau of biological survey, hus devoted a great
deal of study to methods of rodent
control. Poison lias been found the
most potent weapon against such rodents as live In the open, but as a rule
it cannot be employed in houses where
people live or work. In such places
tiie trap
the safest and most certain method of eradication and the
"guillotine" type of trap Is recommended as the best. It may be set almost anywhere behind furniture, behind hoards, against the wuli or at the
entrance of rut holes. Holled outs is
recommended as usnully the best bait,
though if conditions ure such that the
rodents are likely to have a surfeit of
grain, the best bult may sometimes be
meat, fish, or cheese, or even pastry.
The bureau of biological survey of
the department of agriculture
with the public In carrying out
systematic campaigns against animal
pests, Including rodents, and Invites
correspondence on tho subject.
p

bir-ti-tiCii- x-i!
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GET HID OF RODENTS!
by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The unnuul losses from rodent
pests in the United States have
been estimated at fully
(Prepared

0.

s
About
of 'this damage Is Inflfcted.by house rats and
mice, both Introduced from the
old world, and the remainder by
native species.
This enormous waste of resources may be greatly reduced
through systematic and organized campaigns against the Injurious species.
The bounty system effects no
permanent relief and Is far more
costly than the use of poisons
and traps.
The United States department
of agriculture has developed and
perfected practical methods of
extermination which have been
successfully applied over wide
territory.
The bureau of biological survey
of the department
with the public In organizing and
carrying out systematic campaigns against animal pests and
invites correspondence on the
subject.
Protection of their natural enemies Is urged as an important
aid In controlling rodent pests.
two-fifth-

It Should

Be Uniform in 8ize, Color
and Quality and Packed So That

Contents and Container Will
Carry Well.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
meat of Agriculture.)
It has been shown that the consumer
cannot expect to receive produce by
parcel post at a price much lower than
the local retail price. The producer's
appeal to customers, therefore, is
largely through the quality and apThe con
pearance of his produce.
sumer has come to expect a uniform
product and will not be satisfied with
a shipment of miscellaneous ungraded
produce. As the sending of anything
e
but
material will result in
failure to retain trade, and as many
persons have discontinued ordering
produce by parcel post because they
received one shipment that was unsatisfactory in quality. It Is better for
a producer to reject an order than to
send such goods. The produce should
be uniform In size, color, and quality,
and should be packed so that the con
tents and container will carry prop
irltbtr-trtitiiitririerly and arrive In good condition.
ir
Quality Is very Important, but prob
more
apis
Judged by
produce
ably
pearance than by quality. Some farmof
the likes and
to
think
are
ers
prone
dislikes of the purchaser as whims and
fancies, whereas, as a business principle, he should endeavor to cater to
the desires of his customers. It is
Sweetening the soil with lime Is
known that white eggs sell better In very Important to the onion
crop.
New York, while brown eggs bring a
premium in Boston. The average
Fairly deep
opens up the
farmer cares little whether eggs are soil so rain can plowing
soak in more readily.
white or brown, but this Indifference
should not govern what he sends to
Proper drainage Is the basis of any
customers.
rational method of soil Improvement.
high-grad-

ir--

PREPARE LAND FOR GARDENS
As Soon as Conditions Will Permit
8oll Should Be Thoroughly Plowed
for Seed Bed.
As soon as soil conditions will permit, the land for the garden should
be thoroughly plowed and subsolled
to a depth of 12 leches, and harrowed
until a perfect seed bed is formed.

Future Poultry Flock.
Some Slugger.
The future flock of poultry on the
Detroit.
Mrs. Tana Wood farm Is not only going to be pure-bre- d
clubbed her way out of matrimony. but It Is going to be bred for vigor
A Boy Patriot
Her husband told the Judge she bad and productive ability.
Johnnie wn walking down an aisle slugged him every day for five weeks
with
store
his
mother.
of a department
with a club, and the court expressed
8prinkle Salt Over Butter.
Suddenly she noticed him remove hi sympathy by granting a divorce.
Salt Is sprinkled over the butter at
bad
When
minutes.
be
a
hat for few
of an
the rate of about
Got Enough of It
put It back on, she asketf:
ounce to a pound of butter.
did
dc
you
Detroit Mich. Verne Snyder Is
"Why. Johnnie, why
thatr
through playing the wounded hero. He
of Working Butter.
' Johnnie eyed her with scorn an bought a uniform and hobbled out In ThePurpose
purpose of working butter Is to
then pointed to the decorations:
search of sympathy, saluted with his secure an even distribution of salt
"We passed under the flag, mother
left hand, and now Verne la la jail, and to make the butter more compact.
Indianapolis News.
charged wits, fraud.
Mich.

three-quarte-

i

A much neglected source of lime,
potash, and phosphoric acid Is wood
ashes.
e
Weeds use up a lot of moisture and
the weeds grow all the time; they must
be kept out.
The more humus

(decayed

plant

matter) there Is In a soli, the more
water It will hold.
Fertilizers, though high, are not relatively too high for Judicious use.
Home mixing will save something oa
the cost
Be sure that your garden this year
shall contain some of all the differ
ent kinds of vegetables. Ton will then
have a variety as well as quantity.
There has not been a time since men
began to form this country when barn
yard manure was so valuable or played such an important part In crop production, when etven a chance.

I
It was also voted to
encouraging report of the farmers
and fruit growers in that section. with the city council and have a
The farmers are all busy plowing, sewer system installed at the earli- planting or spraying and prospects est possible moment.
things were also
NEWS REVIEW for heavy crops of fruit are excellent. Many other
So far, no appreciable damage has brought op and discussed by these
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
been done by frosts, except in iso Lordsburg boosters, tor the growth
lated cases, and the present outlook and prosperity of their town.
(Continued from page one)
is excellent for a big crop of fruit;
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe, the State Capital by thr
other evening after lodge they left plums, pears and peaches; unless a
LEA
their car out in front of the house heavy frost should occur soon.
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
under the arc light, and in the car Carlsbad Current.
The new tractor for county road
Mr, White left a suit case containing
Frank Stiplin, Receiver
its power last
his regalia. The car was still there
Jacobs Brothers of Carlsbad will work demonstrated
when they came out of the house ship twelve cars of stock cattle to week by pulling the Methodist par
location
without
new
suit case had taken wings Denver about the middle of next sonage to
matter at the post off ce at Santa Fc, New Mex- butLas.theCruces
Entered as second-clas- s
trouble. Lovington Leader.
any
orRepublic.
been
cars
month,
having
already
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
dered for the shipment.
A. Zimmerman
proved up on a
The largest dragline machine to be
piece of land Tuesday that he had
received on the Rio Grande project
will
I.
F.
C.
owners
ranch
and
The
$150
Subscription
been trying to hold down for sevenhas been shipped to this county. A ship twelve double-decke- d
cars of
staynew small one is being shipped and sheep to Colorado City, Texas, to- teen years. He and his family
ed there all that time but owing
will be put into operation in the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FBIDAY, MARCH 28, 1919
morrow, the 22nd, instant. The sheep to the recent high winds, he dedistrict on the river cutoff which will be shipped from Lakewood to
cided to prove up on it and see if
will straighten the river and throw Colorado
City for the lambing sea- that would help hold it any beta
land
of
area
one
into
body
large
with
Germans
fill
the
son. Carlsbad Current
jtions tend to
ter. Lovington Leader.
renewed arrogance, but it alio has now divided by the meandering of
the effect of dulling the popular in- the stream. The machines will be
The fierce dust storms, said by
A postoffice inspector arrested B.
ready to work in about six weeks.
dignation and horror at the Teuton Las
many to have been the worst that H. Turner of Hobbs Monday of last
Cruces Citizen.
methods of war. Germany should
have visited this section for years, week alleging that he was short in
be removed once and for all as a
Turner was brought
have almost filled the stockmen's his accounts.
Dr. W. M. Hunter, of Vrain, Okla- menace to the future peace of the
in some places blowing 'here and placed under a bond
lakes,
range
I.
look
in
Cruces
as
world, and in doinff so the allied con- homa. has been
back as much dirt as the stockmen amounting to $6,500 to await the
view of have removed at the cost of many action
jference will take a far more effee ing conditions over with a He
of the federal grand jury. It
cona
there.
of
war
tual step in the prevention
hospital
starting
hundreds of dollars. Mr. Benson says is
that he was short some
iihan in urging the adoption of any! 'lints a private hospital in his home he has no real lakes left. It blew six alleged
thousand, but replaced about half
. league
of nations that can be con- - town, which is completely equipped Red
on the Livingston range, that amount. Lovington Leader,
Sand which he will move to Las Cruces
teived.
almost full, carrying the water on
if he decides to locate there.
RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
the wind several hundred yards.
LINCOLN
FOR MORE SCHOOL HOUSES
Carlsbad Current.
ASKS DONATIONS
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Expanding to Meet
Public RIeedls
is a purveyor of foods. Largely
THR packer
on liim are tlte producer, the retailer and the
consumer. The farmer looks to the large packing concern to provide outlets for what he raises. The housewife relies upon the packer for an important part of her
daily food supply. Ketailcrs expect prompt (service and
regular deliveries. Thousand!- - of workmen are given
gainful employment.
Of all Industrial undertakings none Ik ko closidy allied
to the comfort and security nf

the nation.
To meet these

responsibilimakes large
scale
Imperative.
operation
Tor, tn ord'T to buy from the
grower whenever he is ready to
ell, Armour must have a na-

ties successfully

tional

market

to

distribute

And confoodi everywhere.
versely, to make food supplies
certain, Armour must be able
to buy In many producing centers.
Serving both producers and
consumers, It Is evident that
such a buslneM must be conducted fairly aDd beneficially
to all. In no other way can
In
Its existence be Justified.
o other way could It have

thrived.
But to carry out Ita use
fully, the responsibilities of the
tartness mast hr met ly fa
of those it
retponriMHMct
erves. In Hi own Interests
the public must give big busl-ee- a

the opportunity to per

rs

In short, the Armour system
is the outgrowth of national
needs a system that can give
maximum service only as a
whole and that dismembered,
would fall to live up to the requirements which the country
and city public today demands.
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Mary White, who shot and badly
wounded Pvt. Burt Goodall. of the
Infantry last week, was given a
preliminary hearing before Judge
Cole Monday morning. She was held
for the grand jury, her bqnd being
fixed at $1,000. Columbus Courier.
24th

They helped themselves liberally to
eatables, the Rev. Hall's Sunday suit,
a saddle and various other articles.
In exchange a burro and some other
things were left. Secret service men
are on the job and ere long hope to
land the thieves.

Paul Haines has sold his harness
shoo to the Floersheim Mercantile
Colonel James J. Hornbrook, re- Company at Roy.
.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs has. closed a deat
cently the commander of the El Paso
Cofor the bungalow property of Mrs.
military district, has arrived in
lumbus and has taken cemmand of Sareent of Roy. He will take pos
rethe New Mexico
session about May lit, and occupy
lieving Colonel G. Arthur Hadsell.
it as a residence.
Columbus Courier.
Martin Rhvne has purchased the
tract a mile east of Roy, with
MCKINLEY
the wheat crop that is on it. The
price was higher than some land is
New Business Managers
held here but the wheat promisesto
J. H. Malone of Phoenix, Arizona, pay for it this summer
Roy Spanish
has opened a produce store in the American.
Netz building.
re
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It Costs More
"COR several years material and labor costs

have steadily increased, and all transportation charges have been advanced. That means
that every operation in the giving of telephone
service has increased steadily in cost.

o:

It costs more to operate a switchboard, keep the
books, do the billing and collect the accounts.

two-stor-

Mack Pond and Homer Weather-beof Riddle, paid us a vis't Tuesday and stated that farming was in
full blast in that section. Cuervo
Clipper.

stock-growe-

ARMOUDCOMPANY
JEJ

Courier.

tht

L. M. Casuas is having his spacious
pool hall transformed into an up-tdate grocery store. Mr. C. will soon
have in a complete l:ne of fresh
groceries. He also contemplates the
erection of another
y
stone
building to be used as a first class
cafe and rooming house. Vaughn
News.

Food plants would be unable
outlets
to give
without the branch houses
which are continually competing for trade. And neither the
producing plants nor the distributing branches could operate on an efficient and economical basis without the modern
refrigerator cars directed under single management which
controls their movements.

n.

y

GUADALUPE

County Road Work
Road work in this county is oro- gressing as it never has before. On
the Fort Sumner highway nine miles
ot the road on the Santa Rosa end
has been completed and Js in excellent shape. One of themost important pieces of new road is the
Dilia cut-oon the Las Vega's road.
This work will be finished some
time next week. The gang which hat
been at work east of Santa Rosa
on the Tucumcari road has moved
to a point near Newkirk. Santa
Rosa Voice.

Spanish-America-

OTERO
Edward W. Tamony has purchased
the Kilter grocery business and will
take possession of the store the first Lumber Co. Making Good.
of the coming month.
The Penasco Lumber Co., incorlast year by Ben Lorrgwell
porated
R. C. Pitts, Mrs. Pitts and mother,
J. A. Reeves of Albuquerque has and associates, operating a sawmill
Mrs. Day were in from the Pitts inn chased the Saratoga restaurant at the mouth of Rice cannon on the
ranch last week. Mr P:tts says his from F. A. Green The sale was con- Penasco, is turning out a considercattle are in fiine condition; the summated last week and Mr. Reeves able amount of lumber, and has a
young grass is coming plentifully who is an experienced restaurant capacity of 20,000 feet per day, with
and prospects are flattering for thelman, b.i- - taken possession of the a timber reserve of more than
coming season on the Jicarilla range. business.- - 'jlhtp Herald.
feet.
Carrizozo Outlook.
The manager, Mr. Workeley, last
Hon. Gregory Page of Gallup pres- - week had a Cleveland (crawling)
S. H. Nichols has purchased the ented the county ith a large Ameri- - tractor
brought to the Penasco to
ranch in the VVhite Mountains form- - ented the county with a largie Ameri-erl- demonstrate its
adaptability for
owned by Jesse Dawson. The can flag to be flown from the fhig- hauling.
ranch is not as large as some, but
Mr. Workeley, is said to be satisa large portion of it is productive of Have Struck Oil
fied that the tractor will do the
the finest vegetables in these parts,
The Carter Oil Co., a subsidiary business required of it, which is to
leaving ample room tor the owner s ol the Mannanl Utl t o , drilling west haul a train of trucks loaded with
tock to graze. Carrizozo Outlook. of Gallup near Defiance station, has lumber from the mill to Russia.
struck a showing of oil in the well
A number of experienced woodsmen
Judge Edwin Mechem and Court) at a depth of a little more than 700 are expected soon when business is
Keporter J. lienson JVewell have been feet.
expected to pick up for the Renasco
This company has extensive hold Lumber Co. The company has been
in Carrizozo, to attend to several
cases that demanded the special at ings, reported to be about 400,000 working under bad conditions durtention of the Judge, and will remain acres all together reaching from ing the winter, there being much
until the court business is cleared north of Deiiance into the Zuni snow on the ground, the timber being
It is reported
this frozen and laborers unwilling to
up.
country.
company intends to drill test wells in work in the severe weather, but it
the big dome north of Zuni as soon is hoped it will be more favorable.
LUNA
as drilling machinery can be hauled Alamogordo News.
out there. Gallup Herald,
Steins on the Boom
QUAY
There is a lot of excitement over Felipe Valencia was killed at Ment-mor- e
the well that is being sunk by the S.
last Saturday night by Jack
r. ranroaa. m ;uu ieci you can Kaniball, colored.
was Cattlemen Going After Oil
Kamhall
hfar the gas escaping and it smells bound over to the grand jury by jusTrgg & Carlock moved from their
like
tice of the Peace Schanrer, last week ranch last week to the Wright place,
gas.
The McGce company is putting Ion the charge of man slaughter and sixteen miles northeast of Amarillo.
down a big well for water, and as! his bond fixed at $5000. Gallup Her- - The tract contains forty sections of
soon as ine water is louna tney win aid.
improved land and an eleven-roon
concenstart putting up a
house. It is thought this is the place
trator and smelter. This is within
Mr. Trigg has chosen to drill for
MORA
four miles of Steins and the comoil. The Glenrio ranch will be left
in charge of Clay Hort.
pany expects to employ a thousand
C, C. Lewis shipped a car load of
men.
This firm of cattle owners also
C. C. Nichols and F. Libby have cattle to Kansas City on Thursday.
have a b:g ranch near Turumcari.
taken an option for 20 days on the
Glerwio Tribune.
Messrs. C. E. and TVBIattman shipHaydon and Cavan gold and silver
Dick O'Conner has contracted for
property near Steins. This is a new ped 1,400 head of sheep to Kansas
a new residence at Tucumcari and
discovery by John C. Haydon, an old City, last week. Wagon Mound
430
erection
down
are
of same was commenced
time prospector. They
last week.i
feet, striking the ore at 19 feet. The
ore body is four feet wide and averR. K. Odell is in Ocate completing
C. M. Light was here last week
ages 12 ounces of silver and some the water works system for John
from Liberal, Kansas, looking after
gold, and it carries platinum and 8
Wagon Mound Sentinel.
business interests. While in town
per cent lead. The platinum will
The Anderson Brothers pulled in he Jet a contract for building a nice
pay for all the expense of working
the mine.
their saw mill outfit last week from office and storage building of
Some of the land located by the canyons over near Red River.
on page eight.)

Found Guilty Of Murder
Sylvester D. Bailey, aged 59 years
was found guilty of murder in the
first degree by the trial jury which
recently heard the case in the district
court. The jury were out less than
an hour. The prisoner received the
verdict without any sign of emotion
The crime with which he was
charged was the shooting of James
M. Bedore, a garage man, at Vanadium a few miles this side of Sstnta
Rita, on Sept, 12, 1918. Silver City
Enterprise.

form the service which Is very
properly expected of it.
With a multitude of problems to be solved in national
collecting and distributing, a
though
smoothly
complex
been
has
system
working
evolved In the Armour organization through the course of
years. Each part dovetails in
All
Its work with the rest.
are dependent upon and Interrelated with the others.

Paul btought home four biff wagon
loads of lumber behind hit steam
tractor along with the mill outfit and
will build a house on his claim.
Roy

T. W. Ward, of Deming, was here Stole Preacher's Sunday Suit
this week and purchased two lots
While Rev. G. B. Hall and family
from J. R. Blair, 'on which he will of Roy were attending a sale in that
is
houses
which
two
he
bringplace
vicinity, some unknown person or
ing here from Deming. Columbus persons broke into their dwelling.

n

The State Department of Hduca-- 1
A crew of men has been in Carls- Donations
thmuoh Assistant State Suoer- (Inn.
bad the past two weeks investigating
i
i
i ;
were taken ;nlAn,Lr,t
railroad
When th
'
T. K. M a V haS
n t r ur r Ion John!
Pnhl.r
the pink boll worm, lately discovered
.,
over by thr administration practical-i- f V. Cnnwnv has nrenftred an itinerary
r ,rl tractor
A
the Barstow. Texas, district.
all railrjad advert. ting wai dis- for extensive school visitation and 12 inch furrows K'.b,V'.,
of lands uncontinued n needless expense. Now
15 aires per (lay.
Mr. thorough investigation
about
clow
comrural
the
throughout
der cultivation last year was made
the Southern District 'traffic Com- inspection
munities of the state. In most of May is the owner of one of the lar- and the inspectors found no
mitter- h.is circul ir'tzvd the Southern
alfalfa farms in this section and
will
consist
work
gest
the
counties
the
of the worm here. Carl. bad
pre s with .m i nquiry us to its witi of school house building drives. Ar is planning more acreage this year
Argus.
latiu, certain
a
will
:i
ing n f.ss t:i print,
extent
his
to
tractor
great
have been completed in
the Railroad Adminis- rangements
unc nm r.t
the extra labor problem
or the northern counties for im- thr'-This week capital from Eldorado,
tu make from time
tration
Tress.
v"'
Hope
where
work along this line,
Kansas, deposited money in a bank
to time
rates, rules and nia&s
in
be
will
called
the
'at Artesia for the sinking of a well
rfrulatioM.. A Mississippi paper in- variousmeetings
The More of C. Walhs of Loving in the
school
by the county
Dayton oil field, work to bedicates th attitude of its contem- Minerintrndents. districts
;h emcrou. uy til eves Monuay riRin gin within
will nccomnnny
who
three months. Another
y sy:ug that now that tti''
of different kinds
poraries
tXlt'u i,ml fcrocer
thfl
State
Assistant
Superintendent
.. I. ..
Tl .. loss amounts to well, already star'.ed in the Seven
wxr is tvvf there is no reason why
aid
the
for
school
drives
better
in
rn
,.
in rv hv Wirlvfa.7 Kansas
"
the fjuvernnn iit should he asking tor
No trace ol the cmltv far-- h:viTi
"
'!'
iMinfts And more Adequate
a depth of
ha. reached
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Smith, Nichols, Libby and others car- ries large beds of phosphate which
assays 60 per cent, and the mine is
within 200 yards of the railroad.

NEW MEXICO

It costs more to install a telephone.
It costs more to repair a telephone.
It costs more to take out a telephone.

ff

It costs more to move a telephone.
It costs more to string a circuit, repair a wire
and to set a new pole.

e,

Every piece of equipment and every item of
supplies costs more.

Wagons have been passing Varia-derby the bushel hauling cement,
with which they are to complete the
bridge across the Concho River.
Cuervo Clipper.

o,

And Meanwhile

Our revenues maintain practically an even level.

The coal and other business formerly the property of L E Bishop,
together w'th his entire holdings.
has been sold to Joe McCutcheon.
The price was not learned. Vaughn
wews.

John Etcherverry is reported to
have sold out, lock, stock, and bar
rel, for the sum of $80,000.00 spot
cash. Vaughn News.

The Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Company

HIDALGO
Lerdsbnrf Boosters Meat
At a recent enthusiastic meeting
held by the members of the Chamber of Commerce of Lordsburg it
was decided to hold their first
monthly luncheon the third ofApriL

'

525

tend the New Mexico Normal University with a view of preparing to
teach in the school of New Mexico
and a like sum it appropriated for
the same purpose for the New Mexico Normal School , for each of
the eighth and ninth fiscal years.
Such students must be bona fide
residents of New Mexico and shall
have attended such schools continuously for not less than eight
weeks. They must file with the President of such institution a declaration of their intention to teach in
the schools of New Mexico.
Consolidation of Rural School

DIGEST OF ALL NEW
EDUCATIONAL LAWS

1915 is repealed in so far at the tame CAUSE OF EDUCATION IN NEW
affectt tchool leviet and talariet of
MEXICO HAS SCORED
school teachert.
A BIG GAIN.
Municipal School Districts May;

1mm

Bond.

.

I
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tbove described tracts will be (4 Tea ea e
October 1st, DK
f
Witness my hand and the official
of the State Land Office el the State el
New Mexico, tare Fourteenth ear of February. 1919.
N. A. FIELD,
i
Commissioner of Public Lead,
State of New Vesica,
First Publication Feb. 28, 1919.
rights Last Publication May 9, 1919.
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or procrastina- amount. It is, in my opinion, abso(260,660.19 was paid.
mouth was hitter. "Kstrada, If I had tion," criticized his listener to himself, lutely necessary If we are to save the at the door without civility or
CHAPTER V Continued.
Altogether there are more than
the sense of a goat I'd sell out, sell lie knew now what It was that had valley. We cannot afford not to do It,
7,500 miles of road, for which most
The steady grave eyes of the big
The door opened and Itlekanl rami my stock to Mucl.dan and quit. What's so changed Ilnrdln. A mnn cannot Mr. Hardin I"
of the steps preliminary to construe-tioIn.
Hardin glared at the other men for frame looked at Rickard Inquiringly.
Almost simultaneously the outer In all this for me? Does anyone doubt travel, even though ho be hounding
have been taken so far as the
"He wants to stay out another year.
door opened to admit Hardin. Who my reason for staying? It would be down a quick scent, without meeting support; he found MacLean's face a
bureau of public roads Is concerned.
I hope you will let him. It's not disin
r
like leaving u sinking ship, like de- strong Influences. He hud heen thrown blank wall; Estrada looked uncomivonld Introduce the new general
Numerous other projects not yet reto the dismissed one?
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her, and then, too, I'm
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dotililed over the checkerboard, of the tall of the beur and I eun't let day. But this map. I don't underwork now In progress under federal
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less desperution. "You'll ruin us," he
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every
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Hardin wus trada. Hardin turned nwny, with an
Nuhiidy spoke,
Their heads were still bending over said. "It's your money, the O. P.'s,
From Florida to Maine, through the
ugly oath. The Mexican stood watch- Estrada's rough work bench when the but you're lending It, not giving it to emergencies a stenographer could not
coming closer.
North to the Pacific coast and down
ing his stumbling linger. "Poor Har- Japanese cook announced that dinner us. You are going to swamp the Des- cover."
"Hello, Hardin."
to Mexico road building work is goMacLean's grove features relaxed ns
din !"
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was waiting In the adjoining cur. ert Reclamation company. We can't
ing on. Every state has accepted its
It appeared friendly enough to the
In the office Itlekanl was speaking MacLean and Iludcfehlt and several throw funds away like that." One hun- he looked down on the engineer, who
contribution from the government,
was no small man himself, and sugdred thousand dollars
llli'prised olllee. Until men were glad to MaeI.ean. whom he had drawn to young engineers Joined them.
Why, he could
and while no organized effort has
that his son was not very well
that it was over.
one side, out of earshot of the checker
It had been outwardly a wasted day. have stopped the river at any time If gested
been made along those lines to the
In stenography.
"Nice ollices, " remarkeil Hanlin, his players.
Kickard hud lounged, socially and he had had that sum ; once a paltry up
present time, the states are working
That's the least of It"
"I want you to do something for physically. Itut before ho turned In thousand would have saved them
legs outspread, his hands In his pock- "I
I hope that he will make a good He Loved the Hardin Trait in Her. gradually to the system of national
ets.
me, not at all agreeable!
Ills tone that night he had learned the names didn't nsk the O. P. to come in and
I
Good morning, gentleHardin trait In her, the persistence highways.
"(igilvie Is sal islicd with them." mplied that the boy was not given and dispositions of his force, and ruin us, but to stop the river; not to stenographer
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street. Thought IM loaf for today." ii t cli Hardin before lie leaves for Los hand.
passage of this bill, which would
was umlss Estrada was ac- "She can't
If he's really going. I'll give
Was Hardin game to do the right Angeles.
help it. All the Hardins
The river, as he thought of It, ap- would stand for no contingencies. " The thing
curate; he hod all his facts. Was It work that way. The Hardins always
thing, introduce him .us the new chief him today to thUili It over. Hut he peared the least formidable of his op- Interests at stake are too vital
can't disregard an order as he did my
to his subordinates?
"Interests!" cried Tom Hardin. enthusiasm, sympathy, he lucked? Pres- make fools of themselves !"
Nothing, It deponents. He was Imaging It as a
I didn't want to rub It in
do you know of the Interest at ently he challenged him with It
"What
veloped, was further from his inten- invitation.
Innes, lifting her eyes from a criphorse, maddened by the fumEstrada's eyes dreamed out of the
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stake?
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It in bridled to the sterile land. No know? Did you promise safety to thoupenetrable smile of the oriental. It thought
Itlekanl left the olllee in time to
vas clearly not Itlckard's move. The
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sore;
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Hardin
Hardin's luck
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duce your friends to put their money choly
Innes Hardin feels a bitter reEstruda shook ills head, hut without
In It, promise to see them through?
sentment against Rickard benler door opened.
CHAPTER VI.
What do you know of the Interests at decision. "Nothing you'd not laugh at.
cause of his supplanting her
The new comer, evidently n favorite,
stake? You want to put one hundred I can laugh at It myself, sometimes."
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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csiraaas Japanese servant came land, Poland, France, Italy, Spain and
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Item use It was so kindly done, Har- of the rond which the superintendent
back into the car to offer tea, freshly Russia betng larger.
With all her development America
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icea.
has always been alow In the matter
building between the twin face purpled over the memory. Why
will not be possible for me to be there. towns and the
"That's what I want smart river
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Crossing; a director of was he allowed to begin again with
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.
I'm going to
men, not teat" laughed Rlckard. "I
Angeles In the morn-!ng- the Iesert Reclamation company, and the gate? "Answer me thut Why
Schoolmasters have often serious
He turned and left the office, the head of a small subsidiary com- wns I allowed to begin again? It's all
want river history."
Phosphorus Needed.
problems to solve. The following note,
Estrada following him.
"There's another, man you ought to containing only one word, was recent
It la now generally agreed by expany which had been created to pro- child's play, that's what It Is. And
"Oh, Mr. Hardin, you mustn't take It tect rights and keep harmonious rela- when I am In It again up to my neck
meet He was with the second Powell ly handed to a Tbanet pedagogue:
periment station professors and practhnt way." he exostuluted, concern In tion with the sister country. Rlckard he pulls me off!"
tical farmers In our eastern states
expedition. He's written the best book
"Cepatomtegoataturlng."
each sensitive feature.
on the river. He knows It If any man
This was the real Hardin, the un
found him full of meat, and heard, for
The missive was tendered by one of that the greatest fertiliser needed by
"I'll take orders from him. but he the first time consecutively, the story couth, overaged Lawrence student I
does. You wanted these maps." Es- the boys on behalf of a neighbor's' our soils la phosphorus, and that tat
pave me none," grow hi! Hardin. "It's of the rakish river. Particularly In- The new manner was Just a veneer.
beat method of supplying It la In the
trada was gathering them together.
child.
not what you think. I'm not sore. But teresting to him was the relation of Rlckard had been expecting it to wear
"Thank you. And you can Just
The schoolmaster was nonplussed form of add phosphate.
I don't like hi in. He's a fancy dude. Hardin to the company.
thin.
strangle that foreboding of yours, Mr. for the moment But he bad received
He's not the man for thin Job."
"I think," interjected Rlckard, "that ;
Estrada. For I tell you, we're going too many weirdly worded notes In his
Great Need of Farmer.
"He has the bad luck, that man!"
"Then you knew him before?" It exclaimed Estrada's soft musical we all agree with Mr. Marshall, Mr. !
to govern that river I"
If there Is any one thing that the
time to allow this one to baffle blm.
as a surprise to Estrada.
Estrada's pensive smile followed the Albeit It was not till the work of the farmer needs more than another. It
voice.
"Everything Is In his hands, Hardin, that a wooden headgate on silt
"At College.
He wan my er In- capital Is promised, nnd he goes to foundation could never be more than
dancing step of the engineer until It school was over and much tobacco la good highways. Every other busistructor.
.Marshall found him In the New Tork to have the papers drawn a makeshift I understood that the '
carried him out of sight Perhaps? had been consumed that the word at ness Is on the line of progress, so
classroom. A theory slinger."
Because he was the son of his father, last yielded Its mystery:
up. The day he gets there the Maine first day be visited the river with yon
why not the road business?
Estrada's thoughtful glance rested Is destroyed. Of course capital Is shy. he had the idea to put the ultimate
he must work as hard as if conviction
"Kept at home to go
on the angry face. Was this genuine. He's had the devil's own luck with gate, the gate which .would control the
went with him, as if success awaited London Chronicle.
Changing Crepe.
r did not Hardin know of the years men: Gilford, honest but mulish; water supply of the valley, up at the
at the other end of the long road. But
When, one crop or product la proItic'-nhad served on the rond; of Sather, mulish and not honest oh, Crossing on rock foundation. Mr. MarUnskilled Labor.
duced at a loss It Is advisable to
it was not going to be. He would never
th Job In the
barrancas there's a string of them. Once he shall does not expect to finish that In
see that river shackled
A man never realises what the term change either the crop or the method.
mm Feet
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on
narain
Inkuuiay
of Mexico, where Marshall had "found" went to Hermoslllo to get an option on time to be of first use. He hopes the
"unskilled labor" can mean until be It la sometimes a good plan to change
him? But he would not try again to my father's lands. They were already wooden gate will solve the immediate din, gentlemen, appointed
CHAPTER VII.
committee
boldly volunteers to repair the water both,
persuade Hardin to give op his trip covered by an option held by some problem. It was a case of any port in of one to see that the machinery ts defaucets and take down the
to Los Angeles. It might be better, men in Scotland. Another mnn would a storm. He has asked me to report livered at once, and the dredge rushed."
.A Garden In a Desert.
doors. Washington 8tar.
Draining Land.
after all, fur the new manager to take hare waited for the three months to my opinion."
The working force was Informally
His dwelling leaped Into sight as
However well land ts cultivated.
charge with his predecessor out of pass. .Not Hardin. He went to ScotOldest Knew)
unless It Is properly drained, the prod"Why doesn't he give me a chance discussed. Hardin said they could de- Hardin turned the corner of the street.
the way.
land, thought he'd Interest those men to go ahead then?" growled the de- pend on hobo labor. Rlckard agreed There was but one street running
Sulphur Is one of the oldest tnowa uce win never be satisfactory.
"MacLean's coming down tonight" with his mans and papers. He owned posed manager. "Instead of letting that they would find such help, bnt It through the twin towns, flanked
by the elements; the ancient Assyria alchemhe threw out, still watching Hardin'
all the data then. He'd made the sur- -' the intake widen until It will be an Im would not do to rely on It The big ditches of running water. The rest ists regarded It as the principle of
Grow Some Tomatoes,
face "With Babcock."
vey."
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possibility to confine the river there sewer system of New Orleans was were ditches of running water edged combustion and termed It
"I won't be missed."
Estrada repeated the story Brandon at alir
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to
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,No fiction has ever presented
more amazing tales 'of physical
prowess and gallantry under fire
than are disclosed by the following
official reports of deeds of American fighters in France for which the
Distinguished Service Cross has
leen awarded. These were selected
by General Pershing's staff out of
hundreds of reports telling of re
markable bravery and fortitude displayed by American soldiers in ac
tion.
8IDNCY E. MANNING,
Corporal, Co. O, 187th Infantry.
Corporal Manning received the Dis
tinguished Service Cross for consplcu
tras gallantry near Breuvannes, France,
Jul; 28. 191& Corporal Manning was
In charge of an automatic rifle sqund
during an assault by his battalion on
the strongly fortified heights overlooking the Ourcq river for the purpose of
exploiting the successful passage of
the stream. During the advance on
the hill his platoon commander was
killed and just as the crest was
reached the platoon sergeant was
wounded. Corporal Manning then assumed command of the platoon, which
was neat the center of the assaulting
line and was meeting with desperate
resistance. Though he himself was
severely wounded and was the only
survivor of his squad, this soldier led
forward the 85 effectives remaining In
the platoon against an enemy strong
point which was wired, Intrenched and
defended by machine guns and dominated the entire Ourcq valley. He was
repeatedly wounded, but he succeeded
In getting a .foothold at this strong
point with but seven men remaining
with him. While the latter consolidated their position under his direction,
with the platoon on the flank, he held
off a considerable number of the enemy
60 yardu away by fire from his automatic rifle. He remained in this position until the entire line had been consolidated, when he crawled back to
shelter, having received nine wounds.
Mrs. Lizzie Manning, his mother, lives
In Flomatin, Ala.
JOHN C. VILLEPIQUE,
Corporal, Company M, 118th Infantry.
For unusual bravery displayed in
action at
France, October 15, 1918, Corp. VUleplgue was
awarded the Distinguished Service
Cross.
Having been sent out with
two other soldiers to scout through
the village of
Corp.
VUleplgue met with strong resistance
which
machine
from enemy
gun Ore,
killed one of his men and wounded
the other.
Continuing his advance,
without aid, 500 yards In advance of
his platoon and in the face of artillery and machine gun fire, he encountered four of the enemy In a dugout,
whom be attacked and killed with a
hand grenade. Crawling forward to
a point 150 yards in advance of his
first encounter he rushed a machine
gun nest, killing four and capturing
six of the enemy, and taking two light
machine guns. After being joined by
his platoon, he was severely wounded
In the arm. Corp. Vllleplgue's home
Is with his mother, Mrs. P. T. VUleplgue, 1517 Lyttleton street, Camden,
8. C.
Vaux-Andlgn-

Vaux-Andlgn-

to attack a machine gun nest Creeping up to the position In the face of
Intense fire, he killed the entire crew
With bond grenades and his pistol,
and a little later captured a number
of Germans who had taken refuge In
h dugout nearby. Lieut Dnzler's borne
Is with bis father, John H. Doeler, 524
Asnafrel street, Rock Hill, S. C.
I
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Q. M'MURTRY,

Captain, 308th Infantry.
Captain McMurtry received the Distinguished Service Cross for cousplcu,
ous gallantry In action at Charlevans,
lu the Forest d'Argonne, France, October 2 to 8, 1918. Captain McMurtry
commanded a battalion which was cut
off and surrounded by tbe enemy and,
although wounded in the knee by
shrapnel on October 4, and suffering
great pain, continued throughout the
entire period to encourage his officers
and men with a resistless optimism
that contributed largely toward preventing panic and disorder among the
troops who were without food, cut off
from communication with our lines.
October 4, during a heavy barrage, he
personally directed and supervised the
moving of the wounded to shelter before he himself sought shelter. October 6 be was wounded In the shoulder by a German grenade, but continued personally to organize and direct
the defense against the German attack
on the position until the attack was
defeated. He continued to direct and
commnnd bis troops, refusing relief,
and personally led his men out of the
position after assistance arrived, before permitting himself to be taken to
the hospital October 8. During this
period the successful defense of the
position was due largely to his efforts.
Ills wife is at 22 East 70th street,
New York.
HAROLD

A. FURLONG,
M, 353rd

First Lieutenant, Company

Infantry.
Lieut. , Furlong won the Distinguished Service Cross for bravery In
action near Banthevllle, France, November 1, 1918. Immediately after the
opening of tbe attack In the TJolse de
Banthevllle, when his company was
held up by severe machine gun fire
from the front, which killed his company commander and several soldiers,
Lieut. Furlong moved out in advance
of the line with great courage and cool'
ness, crossing an open space several
hundred yards wide.
Taking up a
position behind the line of machine
guns, he closed In on them, one at a
time, killing a number of tbe enemy
with his rifle, putting four machine
gun nests out of action, and driving
twenty German prisoners Into our
lines. Lieut. Furlong's home Is at
2950 West Grand boulevard, Detroit,
Mich.
MICHAEL J. PERKIN8,
Private, First Class, Company D, 101st
Infantry.
Private Perkins (deceased) was decorated for conspicuous gallantry In action with the enemy at Belleu Bois,
France, October 27, 1918. He voluntarily crawled alone to a German "pill
box" machine gun emplacement, from
which grenades were being thrown at
his platoon.
Awaiting bis opportunity, when the door was again opened
and another grenade thrown over him,
he threw a bomb inside, bursting the
door open, and then, drawing his
trench knife, rushed Into the emplacement. In a
struggle he
killed and wounded several of the ocpriscupants and captured twenty-fivoners, at the same time silencing seven
machine guns. Michael Perkins, his
father, lives at 247 E street, South
Boston, Mass.
hand-to-han- d
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CARL F. PAYSON,
Sergeant, Company C, 125th Infantry.
Sergt. Payson (deceased) received
the Distinguished Service Cross for
conspicuous gallantry In action with
the enemy at Clerges, northeast of
B
Chateau-ThierrFrance, August 1,
QEORQE DILBOY,
1918. During the attack made by his
Private, Company H, 103rd Infantry. company on the village ' of Clerges,
Private Dilboy won the Distin- Sergt. Pnyson was mortally wounded
guished Service Cross for conspicuous in the bead by a machine gun bullet.
gallantry near Belleau, France, July He succeeded In keeping his feet,
18, 1918. He died from wounds re- however, and with the attacking wave,
ceived at that time. After his platoon encouraging them. By his strong will
had gained Its objective along a rail- power he Instilled In them all the spirit
road embankment. Private Dilboy, ac- of fearlessness. Mrs. Minnie Timber-mahis mother, lives In Monroe,
companying his platoon leader to
the ground beyond, was sud- Mich.
denly fired upon by an enemy machine
From
GARY EVANS F08TER,
gun from one hundred yards.
a standing position on the railroad
Company F, 118th Infantry.
8ergeant,
track, fully exposed to view, he opened
whose home Is at
Foster,
Sergt
fire at once, but falling to silence the
S. C, was decorated for congun, rushed forward with his bayonet Inman,
near Mont
fixed, through a wheat field toward spicuous bravery displayed 1918.
When
October 8,
the gun emplacement, falling within brehaln, France,
his company was held up by violent
his
twenty-Ay- e
the
with
of
gun
yards
machine gun fire from a sunken road,
right leg nearly severed above the
Sergt Foster, with an officer, went
In
bullet
boles
with
several
and
knee,
to attack the hostile machine
his body, with undaunted courage, he forward
nests. The officer was wounded.
gun
Into
to
lire
continued
the emplaceon alone
ment from a prone position, killing but Sergt Foster continued
In tbe face of the heavy fire and by
two of the enemy and dispersing the
use of hand grenades and his
rest of the crew. Private Dllboy's effective
pistol killed several of the enemy and
home was In Boston, Mass.
captured eighteen.
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JAMES C. DOZIER,
First Lieutenant, Company Q, 118th
Infantry.
For conspicuous bravery after being
wounded near Montbrehaln, France,
October 8, 1918, Lieut Dozler was
awarded the Distinguished Service
Cross. In command of two platoons,
Lieut Dozler was painfully wounded
in the shoulder early In the attack,
but he continued to lead his men, displaying the highest bravery and skill.
When his command was held up by
heavy machine gun fire, he disposed
his men in the best cover available
and with a soldier continued forward

'

LACK OF TRAINING.
Katherlne's parents are trying to
teach her politeness, although she' is
only four years old. As a result she
watches opportunities to use "'Sense
me" and "Please." Tbe other day she
watched mother as she rocked her
brother. Finally little brother
year-olKatherlne waited exhiccoughed.
Finally she
pectantly bat In vain.
could stand It no- longer. "Madder,"
she said, indignantly, "Bab ought to
be sense enough to say "Sense me.' "
d
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Lesson
D. D.,
(By REV. P. B. FITZWATER.
Teacher of English Bible in the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, tntfl. by Wntrrfl Newspaper Polos.)

LESSON FOR MARCH 30
REVIEW.
GOD'8 HAND
SELECTION
GOLDEN

IN A NATION'S LIFE
FOR READING
ness

John

exalt-et- b

Since Israel was a theocratic nation,
perhaps the best method of review will
be to trace God's hand in that nation's
life. Israel was led, fed, clothed and
disciplined by God.
Lesson I. God's hand Is clearly discernible In the experiences of Israel
In Egypt. Israel was to be the religious teacher of the world, therefore
the nation must sojourn in Egypt, the
most ndvunced In learning of uny nation nt that time. In order that Moses
the great lawgiver might be equipped
with the best possible education God
used I'hnrunh to oppress the people.
This oppression served a threefold purpose: (1) It served the testimony to
the Egyptian nation that the living God
was the God of Israel. The more they
oppressed them, the more they multiplied. (2) It served a beneficent purpose in bringing the nation Into Its
own. It required the crucible of suffering to bring humanity into its own.
(3) It made the nation willing to leave
Egypt and go to Cunuun, the promised
hind. Had not the hand of oppression
been upon them they would have
chosen to remain In Goshen.
Lesson 1. When Israel was ready to
go to Cumum God had a leader ready
for the diflicult task. His parentage,
education ut Ids mother's knee and at
I'hariioh's court, and communication
with God in the desert of Mldian had
equipped him for this work.
Lesson III. Though enslaved by a
powerful nation, God undertook freedom for Isruel, and by ten telling
strokes the plugues he tore the
shackles from their hands and set them
free. The Passover Is a memorial of
that blessed deliverance.
Lesson IV. God opened the Red sea
and made a path of safety for Israel to
cross, but overwhelmed I'haraoh and
his hosts In the sea.
Lesson V. Israel bitterly complained
when they faced the wilderness without food. God sent them manna and
qunlls. The munna did not fall them
until they came into Canaan.
Lesson VI. God sent Jethro to give
needed counsel to Moses. The strength
of Moses was about to break. God took
one outside of the commonwealth of
Israel nnd through him communicated
the wisdom which Moses needed to
save him from collapse through overwork.
Lesson VII. At Slnnl Israel Is organized Into a nation, and the ten commandments are given as their constitution. In this constitution is clearly
set forth mini's fluty to God and his
obligation to his fellow men.
Lesson VIII. God's hand Is seen In
his burning anger against the nation
for turning away from him to worship
the golden coif. He Is a Jealous God;
he will not tolerate a rival.
Lesson IX. Through unbelief the
spies are sent to search out Canaan.
When they were urged to take possession of the lund according to God's
promise they rebelled. Hecause of this
failure God caused them to wander In
the wilderness for 38 years.
Lesson X. When God's disciplinary
measures had run their course the people' were back again upon the borders
of Canaan. Joshua- - was chosen by
God to lead the people, ns Moses' time
to depart had come.
Lesson XI. In the cities of refuge
God provided that revenge should not
take the place of Justice.,
Lesson XII. Before Joshua's death
God through him set forth the condt
tlons upon which the nation's welfare
could be maintained, namely, whole
hearted obedience to God nnd separa
tlon from their wicked neighbors.

earth

that wind and wind.
While Just the art of being1 kind
la all this aad world needs.
-- Wilcox.
SOMETHING TO EAT.

24:

a nation; but sin la a reproach to any
people. Proverbs 14:3.
PRIMARY TOPIC-H- ow
God led hie
people (Psalms 77:20).
JUNIOR
TOPIC
God'a
Recognizing
leading.
INTERMEDIATE TOPIC-Evlden- cea
of
God'a guidance.

-

Blessed are they who have the gift
of making friends, for It Is one of
God's best gifts. It Involves many
things, but above all, the power of going out of one's self, and appreciating
whatever la noble and loWng In another. Thomas Hughes.

Bo many goda,
So many creeda.
Bo many waya

The Privilege of Prayer.
The privilege of prayer to me is
one of mv most cherished possessions.
because faith and experience alike
convince me that God himself sees and
answers, and his answers I never venture to criticise. It Is only my part to
ask. It Is entirely his to give or
withhold, ns he knows It best. If it
were otherwise, I would not dare to
pray at all. In the quiet of home. In
the heat of life and strife, in the face
of death, the privilege of speech with
I value It more
God Is Inestimable.
because it calls for nothing that the
wayfaring man, though a fool, cannot
give that Is, the simplest expression
WILLIAM M. FEIGLt,
to the simplest deslrer When I can
U.
Martin
8.
8th
Regiment,
Sergeant,
neither see, nor hear nor speak, still
Corps.
I can pray, so that God can hear.
Sergt. Fetgd upheld the traditions of When I finally pass through the val
the marines and was decorated for ley of the shadow of death, I expect
conspicuous Intrepidity at Beaumont, to pass through It In conversation
France,'- November 10, 1918. While an with him. Doctor Grenfell.
ammunition train was passing through
the town one of the tracks was struck
Be Not Afraid.
by a shell and set on fire. Knowing
The world Is facing great problems
that It would soon explode and kill today, but let ns not be afraid. If
all those in the vicinity, Sergt Feigle all things were in our own hands we
Jumped on tbe truck and drove It to might well expect disaster, but we bethe outskirts of tbe town, thereby sav lieve that "God hath taken nnto himpeo self his great power, and doth reign."
ing the lives of at least thirty-fiv- e
ple.
Our chief concern Is to try to read
God's purpose, and to do his will
Shall ' we let all the sacrifices that
ABOUT ROLLER SKATES.
have been made go for nought!
Should not the church and every
' Roller skates were
patented and Christian In It make their Influence tell
used in France as early as 1818. A few for truth and Justice and righteousyears later an Englishman named By ness? Our love for our country should
era patented them and manufactured
be deeper and more disinterested than
them In London. Brers' skate consistever has been before, and we should
ed of a sandal mounted on five narrow It
to
be
God that he
wheels In a alngle row, so arranged, prayus In his own mayIn tbepleased
use
way
progress
however, that only two of them could of bis
kingdom upon the earth. We
touch the floor at the same time. Sevpat new meaning and
eral other similar skates were patent can, today,
into the prayer, "Thy
ed In England during the next M deeper fervor
come; thy will be done, on
kingdom
;
years.
as It Is In heaven."

'
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SEASONABLE DI8HES.
The attractiveness of food largely
depends upon Its appearance. When It
satisfies the eye It must
further satisfy the palate
to make food worth
while.
Chicken Consomme.
Disjoint a well dressed
fowl and cut In pieces
four pounds of veal from
the forequarter. Put In
a kettle with one onion.
two stalks of celery, eight slices of
carrot, one teaspoonful of pepperf
corns,
bay leaf, four cloves,
two sprigs of thyme and two sprigs
of pursley. Cook slowly four hours,
removing the fowl as soon ns tender.
Add salt, strain, cook and clear.
Coffee Frsppe.
Heat the white of
f
one egg slightly, add
cupful
of cold water und boil one minute;
mix with half n cupful of ground coffee, turn into scalding coffee pot with
four on pf tils of boiling water and boll
one minute; let stand on the back
range ten minutes, strain, add one
cupful of sugar, cool nnd freeze. Serve
In sherbet cups with whipped cream,
sweetened nnd flavored.
Corn Toast. Cook
of n
tublespoonful of finely chopped onion
f
and
'tulilespoonful of butter,
two minutes, stirring constantly. Add
one cupful of canned corn, one pint
f
of heavy cream,
teaspoonful
teasMonful of
of salt and
to
the
boiling point
paprika, lirlng
and let simmer for five minutes. Serve
mid garover
buttered
toast
poured
nish with toast points.
Walnut Deceits. Work a
cream cheese until smooth, add
of a cupful of olives, stoned
f
and chopped,
teaspoonful salt
and a few dashes of paprika. Shape
In balls, roll in sifted crumbs, flatten
and decorate with halves of walnuts
opposite euch other on each piece.
Arrange on plates covered with a lace
dolly.
Coconut Custard. Reat five eggs
cupful of sugar
slightly, add one-hannd
teaspoonful of suit ;
pour on slowly four cupfuls of milk
f
Add
and strain.
cupful of
shredded coconut and turn Into n
Rake In a
mold set in hot water.
slow oven until firm,

r
chick'
A nice way to use
en Is to serve It on your table as
Chicken Holland
Cook two
alse.
of
tahlespoonfuls
butter and one teaspoonful of finely
chopped onion five
minutes, add two
of
tahlespoonfuls
cornstarch and add
gradually one cupful of chicken stock.Bring to the boiling point nnd addone teaspoonful of lemon Juice,
of salt,
teaspoonful of paprika, and one nnd
cupfuls of cold cooked chicken ; when
heated add the
well
of one egg slightly beaten,
yolk
and cook one mimite.
Bread and Butter Pudding. Cut
slices and spread
stale loaf in
each slice generously with butter and
arrange In a pudding dish, buttered
side down.
Heat three eggs slightly,
f
add
cupful of sugar,
teaspoonful of salt and one
quart of milk; strain, nnd pour over
the bread; let stand M0 minutes. Hake
one hour in n slow oven, covering the
first half hour of baking. Serve with
hard sauce.
Hominy, Southern Style. Mix one
cupful of boiling water with a
of salt und add gradually
s
while stirring constantly
cupful of fine hominy, lirlng to boiling point anil let boll two minutes.
Then cook in double boiler until wnter
Add one cupful of milk,
Is absorbed.
stirring thoroughly, and cook one
hour. Remove from the hent and add
cupful of butter, one
of sugar, one egg slightly
beaten and one cupful of milk. Turn
Into a buttered dish and bake In a slow
oven one hour.
Caraway Seed Cookies. Cream one
cupful of ..shortening and add graduAdd one
ally one cupful of sugar.
egg, beaten well, and continue heating;
of n teaspoonful
then add
of sodn dissolved in two tahlespoonfuls of milk, a half teaspoonful suit,
two cupfuls of flour and one
Toss on
of enraway seeds.
a floured board nnd roll out very thin.
Hake In a moderate oven.
of a good nun's life.
That best portion
Fried Spanish Onions. Itemove the
unrememoered
His little - nameless
skins from four Spanish onldns, cut
acts of kindness and of love.
In thin slices nnd put In nn omelet
WordH worth.
f
tahlespoonpan with one and
8IMPLE INEXPENSIVE DISHES. fuls of butter. Cook until brown, occasionally shaking the pan, or stirring
The chief business of the house them with a fork. Sprinkle with salt
mother Is to see that her family Is Just before taking up.
well
,
nourished
and happy.
Let us never forget that an act of
A
goodness la of Itself an act of
most tasty
No reward coming after
happiness.
salad may often
the event can compare with the sweet
be prepared with
reward that went with It. Maurice
Maeterlinck.
hut n few small
bits of fruit. Cut
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS.
up one hnnaiia,
add u diced apple, a handful of
To fry oysters de luxe they should
dftcs or raisins and a few sections he drained
and dried on n towel, then
of orange or grape fruit and serve
dipped In beaten
with
egg and rolled in
two
Rent
Huntington
Dressing.
cracker crumbs nnd
eggs very light and add gradually,
dropped Into hot
s
three
tnhlespoon-fuibeating constantly,
fat as usual, hut
of melted butter, three tnblospoon-ful- s
left In the fat only
f
of lemon Juice and
long enough for a
of salt. Cook over hot water,
pule brown color to
stirring constantly until the mixture
develop, when they
thickens. Cool, add one cup of heavy
removed and drained on a piece
cream beaten stiff,
of a are
brown
of
paper. When all the oysters
tea
cup of powdered sugar,
ore
cooked,
begin all over again and
f
teaspoonful of celery salt,
cook them until brown. They will
spoonful of vanilla, a few drops of
puff up to twice their normal size.
onion Juice and a dash of paprika.
To conserve the table linen : In
Cream Cheese With Jelly. Cream
cheese may he used for this, but cot- these days of high prices it behooves
tage cheese is even better. Season every housewife to look carefully
cottage cheese well with cream, make lifter her linen.
Small service cloths or top cloths
Into small halls, flatten In the center
and fill with bright red Jelly. Serve are u wonderful saving in laundry nnd
ns a salad with crackers 'T as a des- wear of linen. When a soiled spot
sert with coffee.
appears near the plate cover with a
Carlton Salad. Separate French en- small cloth, repeat until the cloth Is
dive, wash and drain, then chill. Cut soiled, then cover with a top cloth,
cold cooked beets In quarter-Incslices one that Just covers the top of the
and slice in rings or fancy shapes. Ar- table. In this way a table cloth does
range on crisp lettuce leaves, putting not need such frequent laundering and
the endive in the best rings. Serve the small cloths are not hard to blunwith French dressing to which has der. ' The frequent folding of tnble
been added three tahlespoonfuls of linen In the same creases will cause
worn places in the folds. When the
chopped walnut meats,
Oats Bread. Add two cupfuls of cloth begins to break, cut off a portion
boiling water to one cupful of rolled of It to change the wear and then
f
oats and let stand one hour; add
fold In a different manner.
cup of molasses, onc;hnlf
If linen when being made needs to
f
of salt,
yeast cake be trimmed, save Jill the pieces to use
lukedissolved In one-hacupful of
as raveled threads for darning. A
s
warm water and four and
thin pot on a cloth may be darned
let
rise, bent thor- without leaving a noticeable place
cupfuls of flour;
buttered
bread pans, while a patch Is seen at once, unless
oughly, turn Into
let rise again and bake.
very neatly done.
Chocolate Bread Pudding. Add one
A broken sine on the washboard or
cupful of soft bread crumbs, one end a rough projection In the washing maone-hasquares of grated chocolate, chine may ruin nice table linen.
one cupful of sugar and
cupful
Linen which Is turning yellow can
of cold milk. Cook twelve minutes In be bleached
In a bowl of
by
a double boiler. Beat the yolks of sour buttermilk. soaking
Even the company
one-hathree eggs.' add
cupful of milk, cloths should be laundered often
two tahlespoonfuls of butter and a enough to keep them from
becoming
dash of salt. Stir Into the hot mix- yellow.
ture and cook until thick. Turn Into
a pudding dish and bake rwenty minutes. Cool, cover with a meringue and
bake eight minutes.
left-ove-
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To wash all wool flannels, sweaters
and blankets, by a method that will
prevent them from shrinking. Is the
ambition of every careful housewife.
It Is said that this may be accomplished by washing them In cold water In
which borax and white soap have been
dissolved. The proportion seems to
be about a level tublespoonful of borax
and
of a cake of soap to
two or three gallons of water, depending upon the degree of hardness of
the water. To wnsh a sweoter, use
enough, water to cover It generously.
Let the sweater soak an hour, then
squeeze It out, but do not wring It.
If necessary put through a second water which has been softened with borax
nnd white soap. Afterward rinse very
thoroughly In several cold waters and
put through a wringer. Then pull It
Into shape nnd dry It. Blankets and
flannels may be successfully washed
In this way.
It Is snld fluffy, knitted garments of
wool should not tie hung up to dry.
This process for washing tliem nnd
then drying them so that they will
look like new, is given by some authorities. Make a warm suds of water and white sonp; wnsh the garment
and rinse thoroughly. Run through a
wringer and place In n pan In which

With this make a strong suds wit
hot water. Put tbe silk garment in
this suds and squeeze through the
hands, lifting It up and down In the
suds. Itub the soiled spots with the
hands, but do not put sonp on them.
Rinse, when clean, In clear lukewarm
water, and Anally In cold water. Lay,
In a towel and pat, to tnke up the)
moisture, and then roll in a second
dry towel. After a short while, shake
out the gnrment nnd spread over a
ruck, In the house, until almost dry.
Finally presB with a warm iron on the
wrong side. It Is said that a teaspoonful of methylated spirits, added to the)
last rinsing water, will give a gloss to
the silk, such as It has when new.

h

Sounding the Quaint Note.
There is a note of qualntness in the
simpler summery frocks this year;
chintzes In small patterned designs are
developed In many alluringly demure
styles, one with tiny bright red flowers)
having a little white dotted Swiss
liilitied apron nppllqued with red wool
Hats are made of fabembroidery.
ric to match, and one model with n
poke bonnet trend Is equipped with
reitsant frocks-Ilong green earrings,
natural or dark colored linens have
applique border designs of two color
crepes.
Simple morning frocks of
ment out occasionally nnd shake iff gingham nre ruffled In white and emthus allowing it to dry gradually and broidered in wool, nnd chemise frocks,
with many shakings.
of handkerchief linen also have rather
elaborate embroideries in worsted.
To Wash White China Silk.
White china silk, so much used for
Now the Hemless Skirt.
waists and underclothing, Is apt to
The fads and fancies of fashion nre
turn yellow In the wash. To prevent
this, one must take precautions. Soap sponsors for the hemless skirt which
must not be rubbed on china sillt gar- nppeurs In Increasing numbers as the
ments nor ammonia used to soften the spring senson advances. In the beginwnter in which they nre wushed. Cut ning of the season the hemless skirt
up nny white sonp nnd mix It with was confined exclusively to separate
hot water until a jelly is formed, skirts made In bordered fabric.
j

Spring Suits that Appeal
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Not So.
4rl stole 82.00 from a
tradesman two years ago. Recently she
as inier-Treturned the ez.hu witn
thorn art those who Dersist
In believing, and declaring, that
woman has no conscience. unt
A
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Seek to Retain Youthfulnesa,
As I approve a youth that has something of tbe old man in him, so I am
no less pleased with an old man that
has something of the youth. He that
follows this rale may be old In body,
hot never can be so in mind. Cicero.

He Understood.
Wily.
"The widow seems to take great InMrs. Hen peck "She's very pretty,
bnt she hardly says a word. I cant terest In old Rlchleigh."
"Tea, she thinks that If she takes
understand why no many men propose
Interest now shell have the principal
to her." Mr. Henpeck "I can.'
later." Boston Transcript
don Answers.
.
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Spring suits make their appeal to us
from new nngles this season, for there
are almost none nmong them that so
much ns suggest severity of line or
finish. They nre easy and graceful and
decidedly chic. They look thoroughly
comfortable for summer time, and rely
upon the vestee to provide warmth for
crisp spring days. They are more or
less ornnmented with narrow, flat or
soutache braid, or with long nnd short
stitch embroidery or couching. Among
decorations, embroidered band effects
jre in great demand. Crisscross tucks
narrow silk braid, faultlessly
fcr
stitched on, In a crisscross bnnd pattern, are among the details that have
captivated the devotees of tailored
clothes everywhere.
These decorations of embroidery, pin
rucks and beautifully stitched bruid
are among the luxuries, for they add
as much or more to the cost of a suit
as Is asked for the goods It Is made of.
Some women who are clever with the
suit and
needle buy a plain,
embroider or braid It to suit themselves. This lifts It out of the ordinary Immediately and places It on a
new plane among those aristocrats In
street suits that are priced at something like a hundred dollars or more
usually more. These high prices are
explained as the result of the great
advance In the price of labor. If this
well-mad- e

WORTH KNOWING.,
Black Chantilly lace over straw Is
smart for an afternoon hat. The edge
of the lace Is allowed to fall over the
brim like a canopy.
Cotton fnbrlcs promise to be more
popular than ever for this season.

:
.

Is the case It is some consolation to
consider that those who do the work
are belntg well paid for It.
The suit pictured Is the most popular of new models nnd Is of
tricot. The skirt is without decoration and has a four-inchem.
braid, stitched on one edge,
forms the attractive ornamental band)
that enriches the coat. It widens at
the center where three small bone buttons are fet In each side of the center
panel. The round collnr nnd flaring
sleeves are embellished with a braided
pattern.
beige-colore- d

h

Sou-tnc-

Jet Buckles, White Shoes.
White buckskin shoes shown for
tbe South show Jet buckles of various sorts.
Usually they are very
effective. One method of mounting;
the buckle Is to place It on a foundation composed of closely plaited
black ribbon, which extends Just far
enough to give the buckle a littler
backing. Sometimes, too, white satire
evening slippers show Jet buckles, or
small Jet buttons
fastened
flat
against tbe tongue section or the
edge of the shoe as it slopes up to)
tbe Instep.
some of the
frocks of
georgette.
Suit dresses of simple tailored' lines
are shown with vest effects of either
matching satin or of contrasting
colors.
A darker toned negligee Is of brown
chiffon
draped over bronze metaJ
cloth.
semi-form-

Satin and taffeta will both be used
for the afternoon frock.
Miss Martlja Jones of Nashville;
Taffeta hats are quoted as the newer
Tenn has been appointed an assistant
tote In the new millinery.
Polka dots of embroidery make a physiological chemist at Tale Univer
form of decoration for slty.
irapllflcd

goooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Fletcher Catron has been appoint- OOOOOOOOOBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
ed by District Attorney Alexander
Read to be his assistant for the first
judicial district. Mayor E. P. Davics
former assistant under J. H. Crisl
having tendered his resignation.
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Here and There Over the State

Her Work Anong The Best
Mrs. P. A. Carpenter, of Solano,
aged 73 years, has knitted 25 pairs
of socks for the Soldiers the past
season and would have had many
more had her supply of yarn held
out. Her work was among the best
ent to the Roy Chapter from any

the O. K. mine with the idea of purchasing and developing thlt mine.
A- - strike of high
grade sulphide
ore has recently been opened up in
a property in this vicinity.
Shipments of ore continue from this
district, including the South Percha
section.
The Amethyst tunnel is being driven ahead. Hillsboro Advocate.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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